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Chapter

12

Testing More than
Two Samples

S

tatistics would be limited if you could only make inferences about one or two
samples. In this chapter, I discuss the procedures for testing hypotheses
about three or more samples. I show what to do when samples are independent of one another, and what to do when they’re not. In both cases, I discuss
what to do after you test the hypotheses. I also discuss R functions that do the
work for you.

Testing More Than Two
Imagine this situation. Your company asks you to evaluate three different methods for training its employees to do a particular job. You randomly assign 30
employees to one of the three methods. Your plan is to train them, test them,
tabulate the results, and make some conclusions. Before you can finish the study,
three people leave the company — one from the Method 1 group and two from the
Method 3 group.
Table 12-1 shows the data.
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TABLE 12-1

Data from Three Training Methods
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

95

83

68

91

89

75

89

85

79

90

89

74

99

81

75

88

89

81

96

90

73

98

82

77

95

84
80

Mean

93.44

85.20

75.25

Variance

16.28

14.18

15.64

Standard Deviation

4.03

3.77

3.96

Do the three methods provide different results, or are they so similar that you
can’t distinguish among them? To decide, you have to carry out a hypothesis test

H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
H1: Not H0
with α = .05.

A thorny problem
Finding differences among three groups sounds pretty easy, particularly if you’ve
read Chapter 11. Take the mean of the scores from Method 1, the mean of the
scores from Method 2, and do a t-test to see whether they’re different. Follow the
same procedure for Method 1 versus Method 3, and for Method 2 versus Method 3.
If at least one of those t-tests shows a significant difference, reject H0. Nothing to
it, right? Wrong. If your α is .05 for each t-test, you’re setting yourself up for a
Type I error with a probability higher than you planned on. The probability that at
least one of the three t-tests results in a significant difference is way above .05. In
fact, it’s .14, which is way beyond acceptable. (The mathematics behind calculating that number is a little involved, so I won’t elaborate.)
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With more than three samples, the situation gets even worse. Four groups require
six t-tests, and the probability that at least one of them is significant is .26.
Table 12-2 shows what happens with increasing numbers of samples.

TABLE 12-2

The Incredible Increasing Alpha

Number of Samples t

Number of Tests

Pr (At Least One Significant t)

3

3

.14

4

6

.26

5

10

.40

6

15

.54

7

21

.66

8

28

.76

9

36

.84

10

45

.90

Carrying out multiple t-tests is clearly not the answer. What do you do?

A solution
It’s necessary to take a different approach. The idea is to think in terms of variances rather than means.
I’d like you to think of variance in a slightly different way. The formula for estimating population variance, remember, is

s2

x x
N 1

2

Because the variance is almost a mean of squared deviations from the mean, statisticians also refer to it as mean-square. In a way, that’s an unfortunate nickname:
It leaves out “deviation from the mean,” but there you have it.
The numerator of the variance — excuse me, mean-square — is the sum of squared
deviations from the mean. This leads to another nickname, sum of squares. The
denominator, as I say in Chapter 10, is degrees of freedom (df). So, the slightly different way to think of variance is

Mean Square

Sum of Squares
df
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You can abbreviate this as

MS

SS
df

Now, on to solving the thorny problem. One important step is to find the meansquares hiding in the data. Another is to understand that you use these meansquares to estimate the variances of the populations that produced these samples.
In this case, assume that those variances are equal, so you’re really estimating one
variance. The final step is to understand that you use these estimates to test the
hypotheses I show you at the beginning of the chapter.
Three different mean-squares are inside the data in Table 12-1. Start with the
whole set of 27 scores, forgetting for the moment that they’re divided into three
groups. Suppose that you want to use those 27 scores to calculate an estimate of
the population variance. (A dicey idea, but humor me.) The mean of those 27 scores
is 85. I’ll call that mean the grand mean because it’s the average of everything.
So the mean-square would be

95 85

2

91 85

2

... 73 85
27 1

2

77 85

2

68.08

The denominator has 26 (27 – 1) degrees of freedom. I refer to that variance as the
total variance, or in the new way of thinking about this, the MSTotal. It’s often
abbreviated as MST.
Here’s another variance to consider. In Chapter 11, I describe the t-test for two samples with equal variances. For that test, you put together the two sample variances
to create a pooled estimate of the population variance. The data in Table 12-1 provides three sample variances for a pooled estimate: 16.28, 14.18, and 15.64. Assuming that these numbers represent equal population variances, the pooled estimate is

s p2

N 1 1 s12
N1 1

N 2 1 s22
N2 1

N 3 1 s32
N3 1

9 1 16.28
10 1 14.18
8 1 15.64
9 1
10 1
8 1

15.31

Because this pooled estimate comes from the variance within the groups, it’s
called MSWithin, or MSW.
One more mean-square to go — the variance of the sample means around the
grand mean. In this example, that means the variance in these numbers 93.44,
85.20, and 75.25 — sort of. I say “sort of” because these are means, not scores.
When you deal with means, you have to take into account the number of scores
that produced each mean. To do that, you multiply each squared deviation by the
number of scores in that sample.
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So this variance is

9 93.44 85

2

10 85.20 85
3 1

2

8 75.25 85

2

701.34

The df for this variance is 2 (the number of samples – 1).
Statisticians, not known for their crispness of usage, refer to this as the variance
between sample means. (Among is the correct word when you’re talking about
more than two items.) This variance is known as MSBetween, or MSB.
So you now have three estimates of population variance: MST, MSW, and MSB.
What do you do with them?
Remember that the original objective is to test a hypothesis about three means.
According to H0, any differences you see among the three sample means are due
strictly to chance. The implication is that the variance among those means is the
same as the variance of any three numbers selected at random from the
population.
If you could somehow compare the variance among the means (that’s MSB,
remember) with the population variance, you could see if that holds up. If only
you had an estimate of the population variance that’s independent of the differences among the groups, you’d be in business.
Ah . . . but you do have that estimate. You have MSW, an estimate based on pooling
the variances within the samples. Assuming that those variances represent equal
population variances, this is a solid estimate. In this example, it’s based on 24
degrees of freedom.
The reasoning now becomes: If MSB is about the same as MSW, you have evidence
consistent with H0. If MSB is significantly larger than MSW, you have evidence
that’s inconsistent with H0. In effect, you transform these hypotheses

H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
H1: Not H0
into these

H0: σB2 ≤ σW2
H1: σB2 > σW2
Rather than perform multiple t-tests among sample means, you perform a test of
the difference between two variances.
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What is that test? In Chapter 11, I show you the test for hypotheses about two
variances. It’s called the F-test. To perform this test, you divide one variance by
the other. You evaluate the result against a family of distributions called the
F-distribution. Because two variances are involved, two values for degrees of freedom define each member of the family.
For this example, F has df = 2 (for the MSB) and df = 24 (for the MSW). Figure 12-1
shows what this member of the F family looks like. For our purposes, it’s the distribution of possible f-values if H0 is true. (See the section in Chapter 11 about
visualizing F-distributions.)

FIGURE 12-1:

The F-distribution
with 2 and 24
degrees of
freedom.

The test statistic for the example is

F

701.34
15.31

45.82

What proportion of area does this value cut off in the upper tail of the
F-distribution? From Figure 12-1, you can see that this proportion is microscopic,
as the values on the horizontal axis only go up to 5. (And the proportion of area
beyond 5 is tiny.) It’s way less than .05.
This means that it’s highly unlikely that differences among the means are due to
chance. It means that you reject H0.
This whole procedure for testing more than two samples is called the analysis of
variance, often abbreviated as ANOVA. In the context of an ANOVA, the denominator of an F-ratio has the generic name error term. The independent variable is
sometimes called a factor. So this is a single-factor or (1-factor) ANOVA.
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In this example, the factor is Training Method. Each instance of the independent
variable is called a level. The independent variable in this example has three
levels.
More complex studies have more than one factor, and each factor can have many
levels.

Meaningful relationships
Take another look at the mean-squares in this example, each with its sum of
squares and degrees of freedom. Before, when I calculated each mean-square for
you, I didn’t explicitly show you each sum of squares, but here I include them:

MS B

SS B
df B

1402.68
2

MSW

SSW
dfW

367.32
24

MS T

SS T
dfT

1770
26

701.34
15.31

68.08

Start with the degrees of freedom: dfB = 2, dfW = 24, and dfT = 26. Is it a coincidence that they add up? Hardly. It’s always the case that

df B

dfW

dfT

How about those sums of squares?

1402.68 367.32 1770
Again, this is no coincidence. In the analysis of variance, this always happens:

SS B

SSW

SS T

In fact, statisticians who work with the analysis of variance speak of partitioning
(read “breaking down into non-overlapping pieces”) the SST into one portion for
the SSB and another for the SSW, and partitioning the dfT into one amount for the
dfB and another for the dfW.

ANOVA in R
In this section, I walk you through the previous section’s example and show you
how straightforward an analysis of variance is in R. In fact, I start at the finish line
so that you can see where I’m heading.
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The R function for ANOVA is aov(). Here’s how it looks generically:

aov(Dependent_variable ~ Independent_variable, data)
In the example, the scores are the dependent variable and the method is the independent variable. So you need a 2-column data frame with Method in the first
column and Score in the second. (This is equivalent to the “long-form” data format, which I discuss in Chapters 10 and 11.)
Start with a vector for each column in Table 12-1:

method1.scores <- c(95,91,89,90,99,88,96,98,95)
method2.scores <- c(83,89,85,89,81,89,90,82,84,80)
method3.scores <- c(68,75,79,74,75,81,73,77)
Then create a single vector that consists of all these scores:

Score <- c(method1.scores, method2.scores, method3.scores)
Next, create a vector consisting of the names of the methods, matched up against
the scores. In other words, this vector has to consist of “method1” repeated nine
times, followed by “method2” repeated ten times, followed by “method3” repeated
eight times:

Method <- rep(c("method1", "method2", "method3"),
times=c(length(method1.scores),
length(method2.scores), length(method3.scores)))
The data frame is then

Training.frame <- data.frame(Method,Score)
And the ANOVA is

analysis <-aov(Score ~ Method,data = Training.frame)
For a table of the analysis, use summary().

> summary(analysis)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Method
2 1402.7
701.3
45.82 6.38e-09 ***
Residuals
24 367.3
15.3
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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The first column consists of Method and Residuals, which map onto Between and
Within from the preceding section. A residual, in this context, is a score’s deviation
from its group mean. (I have more to say about residuals in Chapter 14.) The next
columns provide degrees of freedom, SS, MS, F, and p.
The high value of F and the tiny value of p (listed here as Pr(>F)) tell you to reject
the null hypothesis. The significance codes tell you that F is so high that you can
reject the null hypothesis even if α is .0001.

Visualizing the results
One way of plotting the findings is to show them as a boxplot. Here’s how to plot
one in ggplot2.
The first statement maps variables to the axes:

ggplot(Training.frame, aes(x=Method, y=Score))
The next sets up the crossbars for the whiskers:

stat_boxplot(geom="errorbar", width =.5)
And the last plots the appropriate geom function:

geom_boxplot()
So these lines of R code

ggplot(Training.frame, aes(x=Method, y=Score))+
stat_boxplot(geom="errorbar", width =.5) +
geom_boxplot()
produce Figure 12-2.

After the ANOVA
The analysis ANOVA enables you to decide whether or not to reject H0. After you
decide to reject, then what? All you can say is that somewhere within the set of
means, something is different from something else. The analysis doesn’t specify
what those “somethings” are.
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FIGURE 12-2:

Boxplot of the
sample results.

Planned comparisons
In order to get more specific, you have to do some further tests. Not only that, you
have to plan those tests in advance of carrying out the ANOVA.
These post-ANOVA tests are called planned comparisons. Some statisticians refer to
them as a priori tests or contrasts. I illustrate by following through with the example. Suppose that before you gathered the data, you had reason to believe that
Method 2 would result in higher scores than Method 3 and that Method 1 would
result in higher scores than Method 2 and Method 3 averaged together. In that
case, you plan in advance to compare the means of those samples in the event
your ANOVA-based decision is to reject H0.
As I mention earlier, the overall analysis partitions the SST into the SSB and the
SSW, and the dfT into the dfB and the dfW. Planned comparisons further partition
the SSB and the dfB. Each contrast (remember, that’s another name for “planned
comparison”) has its own SS along with 1 df. I refer to Method 2 versus Method 3
as Contrast1 and Method 1 versus the average of Method 2 and 3 as Contrast2. For
this example,

SS Contrast 1

SS Contrast 2

SS B

and

dfContrast 1 dfContrast 2

df B

Because each SS has 1 df, it’s equal to its corresponding MS. Dividing the SS for the
contrast by MSW yields an F-ratio for the contrast. The F has df=1 and dfW. If that
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F cuts off less than .05 in the upper tail of its F-distribution, reject the null hypothesis for that contrast (and you can refer to the contrast as “statistically
significant”).
It’s possible to set up a contrast between two means as an expression that involves
all three of the sample means. For example, to compare Method 2 versus Method
3, I can write the difference between them as

0 x1

1 x2

1 x3

The 0, +1, and –1 are comparison coefficients. I refer to them, in a general way, as c1,
c2, and c3. To compare Method 1 versus the average of Method 2 and Method 3, it’s

2 x1

1 x2

1 x3

The important point is that the coefficients add up to 0. How do you use the comparison coefficients and the means to calculate a SS for a contrast? For this example, here’s SSContrast1:

SS Contrast1

0 93.44

1 85.20
0
9

2

1
10

2

1 75.25
1
8

2

358.5

2

And here’s SSContrast2:

2 93.44

SS Contrast 2

1 85.20
2
9

2

1
10

2

1 75.25
1
8

2

2

1044.2

In general, the formula is

SS Contrast

cjxj
c 2j
nj

in which the j subscript stands for “level of the independent variable” (for Method
1, j=1, for example).
For Contrast 1

F1,24

SS Contrast 1
MSWithin

358.5
15.3

23.42

and for Contrast 2

F1,24

SS Contrast 2
MSWithin

1044.2
15.3

68.22
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Are these contrasts significant? Yes they are — meaning that Method 2 yields
significantly higher learning than Method 3, and that Method 1 results in significantly higher learning than the average of Methods 2 and 3. You can use pf() to
verify (or wait until the upcoming subsection “Contrasts in R.”)

Another word about contrasts
Earlier, I say that the important thing about a contrast is that its coefficients add
up to 0. Another important thing is the relationship between the coefficients in a
set of contrasts. In the two contrasts I show you, the sum of the products of corresponding coefficients is 0:

0

2

1

1

1

1

0

When this happens, the contrasts are orthogonal. This means they have no overlapping information. It doesn’t mean that other contrasts aren’t possible. It’s just that
other contrasts would be part of a different set (or sets) of orthogonal contrasts.
The two other sets of orthogonal contrasts for this example are: (1) Method 1 versus Method 2, and Method 3 versus the average of Method 1 and Method 2; (2)
Method 1 versus Method 3, and Method 2 versus the average of Method 1 and
Method 3.

Contrasts in R
The objective here is to create a table of the ANOVA that shows the contrasts partitioning the SSB and will show the associated F-ratios and p-values. It will look
like this:

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Method
2 1402.7
701.3
45.82 6.38e-09 ***
Method: 2 vs 3
1 358.5
358.5
23.42 6.24e-05 ***
Method: 1 vs 2 & 3 1 1044.2 1044.2
68.22 1.78e-08 ***
Residuals
24 367.3
15.3
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
To set up for the contrasts, you first create a matrix of the coefficients in the set
of orthogonal contrasts:

contrasts(Training.frame$Method) <- matrix(c(0,1,-1,2,-1,-1),3,2)
On the left, the term inside the parentheses specifies what to contrast — the levels
of the independent variable Method in the Training.frame. On the right, the
matrix() function creates a matrix with the coefficients in the columns:
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> contrasts(Training.frame$Method)
[,1] [,2]
method1
0
2
method2
1
-1
method3
-1
-1
Next, you run the analysis of variance, but this time with a contrasts argument:

Anova.w.Contrasts <-aov(Score ~ Method,data=Training.frame,
contrasts = contrasts(Training.frame$Method))
How do you create the table at the beginning of this subsection? With a summary()
statement that adds a little twist:

summary(Anova.w.Contrasts,split=list(Method=list("2 vs 3"= 1,
"1 vs 2 & 3" = 2)))
The little twist (a little “split,” actually) is in the second argument. The goal is to
partition Method into two pieces — one that corresponds to the first contrast and
one that corresponds to the second. You do that with split, which divides a list
into the indicated number of components and reassembles the list with a name
assigned to each component. In this case, the list is Method split into a list with two
components. The name of each component corresponds to what’s in the contrast.
Running that summary statement produces the table at the top of this subsection.

Unplanned comparisons
Things would get boring if your post-ANOVA testing is limited to comparisons you
have to plan in advance. Sometimes you want to snoop around your data and see
whether anything interesting reveals itself. Sometimes, something jumps out at
you that you didn’t anticipate.
When this happens, you can make comparisons you didn’t plan on. These comparisons are called a posteriori tests, post hoc tests, or simply unplanned comparisons.
Statisticians have come up with a wide variety of these tests, many of them with
exotic names and many of them dependent on special sampling distributions.
The idea behind these tests is that you pay a price for not having planned them in
advance. That price has to do with stacking the deck against rejecting H0 for the
particular comparison.
One of the best-known members of the post-hoc world is Tukey’s HSD (Honest
Significant Difference) test. This test performs all possible pairwise comparisons
among the sample means.
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Wait. What? In the earlier section “A thorny problem,” I discuss why multiple
pairwise t-tests don’t work — if each test has α = .05, the overall probability of a
Type I error increases with the number of means.
So what’s the story? The story is that Tukey’s test adjusts for the number of sample means and compares the differences not to the t-distribution but to the Studentized Range distribution. The overall effect is to make it more difficult to reject
the null hypothesis about any pairwise comparison than it would be if you compare the difference against the t-distribution. (I haven’t heard multiple t-tests
referred to as “Dishonestly Significant Differences,” but maybe someday. . . .)
This test is easy to do in R:

> TukeyHSD(analysis)
Tukey multiple comparisons of means
95% family-wise confidence level
Fit: aov(formula = Score ~ Method, data = Training.frame)
$Method
diff
lwr
upr
p adj
method2-method1 -8.244444 -12.73337 -3.755523 0.0003383
method3-method1 -18.194444 -22.94172 -13.447166 0.0000000
method3-method2 -9.950000 -14.58423 -5.315769 0.0000481
The table shows each pairwise comparison along with the difference, lower and
upper 95 percent confidence limits, and adjusted probability. Each probability is
way lower than .05, so the conclusion is that each difference is statistically
significant.

Another Kind of Hypothesis,
Another Kind of Test
The preceding ANOVA works with independent samples. As Chapter 11 explains,
sometimes you work with matched samples. For example, sometimes a person
provides data in a number of different conditions. In this section, I introduce the
ANOVA you use when you have more than two matched samples.
This type of ANOVA is called repeated measures. You’ll see it called other names,
too, like randomized blocks or within subjects.
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Working with repeated measures ANOVA
To show how this works, I extend the example from Chapter 11. In that example,
ten men participate in a weight-loss program. Table 12-3 shows their data over a
three-month period.

TABLE 12-3

Data for the Weight-Loss Example

Person

Before

One Month

Two Months

Three Months

Mean

Al

198

194

191

188

192.75

Bill

201

203

200

196

200.00

Charlie

210

200

192

188

197.50

Dan

185

183

180

178

181.50

Ed

204

200

195

191

197.50

Fred

156

153

150

145

151.00

Gary

167

166

167

166

166.50

Harry

197

197

195

192

195.25

Irv

220

215

209

205

212.25

Jon

186

184

179

175

181.00

Mean

192.4

189.5

185.8

182.4

187.525

Is the program effective? This question calls for a hypothesis test:

H0: μBefore = μ1 = μ2 = μ3
H1: Not H0
Once again, you set α = .05
As in the previous ANOVA, start with the variances in the data. The MST is the
variance in all 40 scores from the grand mean, which is 187.525:

MS T

198 187.525

2

201 187.525
40 1

2

...

175 187.525

2

318.20
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The people participating in the weight-loss program also supply variance. Each
one’s overall mean (his average over the four measurements) varies from the
grand mean. Because these data are in the rows, I call this MSRows:

MS Rows

192.75 187.525

2

200 187.525
10 1

2

...

181 187.525

2

1292.41

The means of the columns also vary from the grand mean:

192.4 187.525

MS Columns

2

189.5 187.525

2

185.8 187.525
4 1

2

182.4 187.525

2

189.69
One more source of variance is in the data. Think of it as the variance left over
after you pull out the variance in the rows and the variance in the columns from
the total variance. Actually, it’s more correct to say that it’s the sum of squares
that’s left over when you subtract the SSRows and the SSColumns from the SST.
This variance is called MSError. As I say earlier, in the ANOVA the denominator of
an F is called an error term. So the word error here gives you a hint that this MS is
a denominator for an F.
To calculate MSError, you use the relationships among the sums of squares and
among the df.

MS Error

SS Error
df Error

SS T
dfT

SS Rows SS Columns
df Rows dfCollumns

209.175
27

7.75

Here’s another way to calculate the dfError:

df Error

number of rows - 1 number of columns - 1

To perform the hypothesis test, you calculate the F:

F

MS Columns
MS Error

189.69
7.75

24.49

With 3 and 27 degrees of freedom, the critical F for α = .05 is 2.96. (Use qf() to
verify.) The calculated F is larger than the critical F, so the decision is to reject H0.
What about an F involving MSRows? That one doesn’t figure into H0 for this example. If you find a significant F, all it shows is that people are different from one
another with respect to weight and that doesn’t tell you much.
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Repeated measures ANOVA in R
To set the stage for the repeated measures analysis, put the columns of Table 12-3
into vectors:

Person <-c("Al", "Bill", "Charlie", "Dan", "Ed", "Fred",
"Gary","Harry","Irv","Jon")
Before <- c(198,201,210,185,204,156,167,197,220,186)
OneMonth <- c(194,203,200,183,200,153,166,197,215,184)
TwoMonths <- c(191,200,192,180,195,150,167,195,209,179)
ThreeMonths <- c(188,196,188,178,191,145,166,192,205,175)
Then create a data frame:

Weight.frame <- data.frame(Person, Before, OneMonth,
TwoMonths, ThreeMonths)
The data frame looks like this:

> Weight.frame
Person Before OneMonth TwoMonths ThreeMonths
1
Al
198
194
191
188
2
Bill
201
203
200
196
3 Charlie
210
200
192
188
4
Dan
185
183
180
178
5
Ed
204
200
195
191
6
Fred
156
153
150
145
7
Gary
167
166
167
166
8
Harry
197
197
195
192
9
Irv
220
215
209
205
10
Jon
186
184
179
175
It’s in wide format, and you have to reshape it. With the reshape2 package
installed (on the Packages tab, select the check box next to reshape2), melt the
data into long format:

Weight.frame.melt <- melt(Weight.frame,id="Person")
Next, assign column names to the melted data frame:

colnames(Weight.frame.melt) = c("Person","Time","Weight")
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And now, the first six rows of the new data frame are

> head(Weight.frame.melt)
Person
Time Weight
1
Al Before
198
2
Bill Before
201
3 Charlie Before
210
4
Dan Before
185
5
Ed Before
204
6
Fred Before
156
In addition to Person, you now have Time as an independent variable.
I’m going to use R as a teaching tool: To give you an idea of how this analysis
works, I’ll start by pretending that it’s an independent samples analysis, like the
first one in this chapter. Then I’ll run it as a repeated measures analysis so that
you can see the differences and perhaps better understand what a repeated measures analysis does.
As independent samples:

> ind.anova <- aov(Weight ~ Time, data=Weight.frame.melt)
> summary(ind.anova)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Time
3
569
189.7
0.577 0.634
Residuals
36 11841
328.9
This analysis shows no significant differences among the levels of the Time. The
key is to tease out the effects of having each row represent the data from one person. That will break down the SS for Residuals into two components — one SS for
Person (which has nine degrees of freedom) and another SS that has the remaining 27 degrees of freedom. Divide that second SS by its degrees of freedom, and
you have the MSError I mention earlier (although R doesn’t refer to it that way).
Here’s how to get that done:

rm.anova <- aov(Weight ~ Time + Error(Person/Time),
data = Weight.frame.melt)
The new term indicates that Weight depends not only on Time but also on Person,
and that each Person experiences all levels of Time. The effect of Time —
decreasing body weight over the four levels of Time — is evident within each
Person. (It’s easier to see that in the wide format than in the long.)
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In some fields, the word subject means person: That’s why a repeated measures
analysis is also called a within-subjects analysis, as I point out earlier.
And now for the table

> summary(rm.anova)
Error: Person
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Residuals 9 11632
1292
Error: Person:Time
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Time
3 569.1 189.69
24.48 7.3e-08 ***
Residuals 27 209.2
7.75
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Now the analysis shows the significant effect of Time.

Visualizing the results
One way to visualize the results is to plot the mean weight loss on the y-axis and
the month (0, 1, 2, 3) on the x-axis. Notice I use 0-3 to represent the levels of Time
(Before, OneMonth, TwoMonths, ThreeMonths).
Figure 12-3 shows the plot, along with the standard error of the mean (reflected
in the error bars).
The foundation for the plot is a data frame that holds time (for convenience, as a
numerical variable), mean weight, and standard error:

time <- c(0,1,2,3)
mean.weight <- c(mean(Before),mean(OneTime),
mean(TwoTimes),mean(ThreeTimes))
se.weight <- c(sd(Before), sd(OneTime), sd(TwoTimes),
sd(ThreeTimes))/sqrt(length(Person))
wt.means.frame <- data.frame(time,mean.weight,se.weight)
> wt.means.frame
time mean.weight se.weight
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1
2
3
4

0
1
2
3

192.4
189.5
185.8
182.4

6.144917
5.856146
5.466667
5.443038

FIGURE 12-3:

The means and
standard errors
for the weightloss example.

Plotting in ggplot2:

ggplot(wt.means.frame,aes(x=time,y=mean.weight)) +
geom_point(size=3)+
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=mean.weight-se.weight,
ymax=mean.weight+se.weight),width=.1)
The first statement maps the independent variable into the x-axis, and the dependent variable into the y-axis. The second statement specifies a point as the geometric object and sets its size. The third statement gives the boundaries and size
for the error-bars.

Getting Trendy
In situations like the one in the weight-loss example, you have an independent
variable that’s quantitative — its levels are numbers (0 months, 1 month, 2 months,
3 months). Not only that, but in this case, the intervals are equal.
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With that kind of an independent variable, it’s often a good idea to look for trends
in the data rather than just plan comparisons among means. As Figure 12-3 shows,
the means in the weight-loss example seem to fall along a line.
Trend analysis is the statistical procedure that examines that pattern. The objective
is to see whether the pattern contributes to the significant differences among the
means.
A trend can be linear, as it apparently is in this example, or nonlinear (in which
the means fall on a curve). The two nonlinear types of curves for four means are
called quadratic and cubic. If the means show a quadratic trend, they align in a pattern that shows one change of direction. Figure 12-4 shows what I mean.

FIGURE 12-4:

A quadratic trend
with four means.

If the means show a cubic trend, they align in a pattern that shows two changes
of direction. Figure 12-5 shows what a cubic trend looks like.
The three components are orthogonal, so

SS Linear

SS Quadratic

SS Cubic

SS Time

and

df Linear

dfQuadratic

dfCubic

dfTime

To analyze a trend, you use comparison coefficients — those numbers you use in
contrasts. You use them in a slightly different way than you did before. The formula for computing a SS for a trend component is

SS Component

N

cx

2

c2

In this formula, N is the number of people and c represents the coefficients.
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FIGURE 12-5:

A cubic trend with
four means.

So you start by using comparison coefficients to find a sum of squares for linear
trend. I abbreviate that as SSLinear.
The comparison coefficients are different for different numbers of samples. For
four samples, the linear coefficients are –3, –1, 1, and 3.
The easiest way to get the coefficients is to look them up in a stat textbook or on
the Internet!
For this example, the SSLinear is
SS Linear

N

cx

2

10

3 192.4

c2

1 189.5
3

2

1

2

1 185.8
3

2

1

2

3 182.4

2

567.845

After you calculate SSLinear, you divide it by dfLinear to produce MSLinear. This is
extremely easy because dfLinear = 1. Divide MSLinear by MSError and you have an F. If
that F is higher than the critical value of F with df = 1 and dfError at your α, then
weight is decreasing in a linear way over the period of the weight-loss program.
The F-ratio here is

F

MS Linear
MS Error

567.85
7.75

73.30

The critical value for F with 1 and 27 degrees of freedom and α = .05 is 4.21. Because
the calculated value is larger than the critical value, statisticians would say the
data shows a significant linear component. This, of course, verifies what you see in
Figure 12-3.
The linear component of SSTime is so large that the other two components are very
small. I’ll walk you through the computations anyway.
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The coefficients for the quadratic component are 1,-1,-1,1. So the SSQuadratic is
N

SS Quadratic

cx

2

10

1 192.4

c2

1 189.5
1

2

1

1 185.8

2

1

2

1

2

1 182.4

0.6

2

The coefficients for the cubic component are -1,3,-3,1, and the SSCubic is
SS Cubic

N

cx

2

10

c2

1 192.4

3 189.5
1

2

3

2

3 185.8
3

2

1

1 182.4

2

2

0.6

Rather than complete the final calculations to get the microscopic F-ratios, I’ll let
R do the work for you in the next subsection.

A LITTLE MORE ON TREND
Linear, quadratic, and cubic are as far as you can go with four means. With five means,
you can look for those three plus a quartic component (three direction changes), and
with six you can try to scope out all the preceding plus a quintic component (four direction changes). What do the coefficients look like?
For five means, they’re:
Linear: –2, –1, 0, 1, 2
Quadratic: 2, –1, –2, –1, 2
Cubic: -1, 2, 0, –2, 1
Quartic: 1, –4, 6, –4, 1
And for six means. They’re:
Linear: –5, –3, –1, 1, 3, 5
Quadratic: 5, –1, –4, –4, –1, 5
Cubic: –5, 7, 4, –4, –7, 5
Quartic: 1, –3, 2, 2, –3, 1
Quintic: –1, 5, –10, 10, –5, 1
I could go on with more means, coefficients, and exotic component names (hextic?
septic?), but enough already. This should hold you for a while.
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Trend Analysis in R
I treat this analysis pretty much the same way as contrasts for the independent
samples example. I begin by creating a matrix of the coefficients for the three
trend components:

contrasts(Weight.frame.melt$Time) <- matrix(c(-3,-1,1,3,1,-1,
-1,1,-1,3,-3,1), 4, 3)
Then I run the ANOVA, adding the contrasts argument:

rm.anova <- aov(Weight ~ Time + Error(factor(Person)/Time),
data=Weight.frame.melt,
contrasts = contrasts(Weight.frame.melt$Time))
Finally, I apply summary() (including the split of Time into three components) to
print the table of the analysis:

summary(rm.anova,split=list(Time=list("Linear" =1,
"Quadratic"=2,"Cubic" =3)))
Running this statement produces this table:

Error: factor(Person)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Residuals 9 11632
1292
Error: factor(Person):Time
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Time
3 569.1
189.7 24.485 7.30e-08 ***
Time: Linear
1 567.8
567.8 73.297 3.56e-09 ***
Time: Quadratic 1
0.6
0.6
0.081
0.779
Time: Cubic
1
0.6
0.6
0.078
0.782
Residuals
27 209.2
7.7
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Once again, you can see the overwhelming linearity of the trend — just as we
would expect from Figure 12-3.
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Chapter

13

More Complicated
Testing

I

n Chapter 11, I show you how to test hypotheses with two samples. In Chapter 12,
I show you how to test hypotheses when you have more than two samples. The
common thread in both chapters is one independent variable (also called a
factor).
Many times, you have to test the effects of more than one factor. In this chapter,
I show how to analyze two factors within the same set of data. Several types of
situations are possible, and I describe R functions that deal with each one.

Cracking the Combinations
Imagine that a company has two methods of presenting its training information:
One is via a person who presents the information orally, and the other is via a text
document. Imagine also that the information is presented in either a humorous
way or a technical way. I refer to the first factor as Presentation Method and to the
second as Presentation Style.
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Combining the two levels of Presentation Method with the two levels of Presentation Style gives four combinations. The company randomly assigns 4 people to
each combination, for a total of 16 people. After providing the training, they test
the 16 people on their comprehension of the material.
Figure 13-1 shows the combinations, the four comprehension scores within each
combination, and summary statistics for the combinations, rows, and columns.

FIGURE 13-1:

Combining
the levels of
Presentation
Method with
the levels of
Presentation
Style.

With each of two levels of one factor combined with each of two levels of the other
factor, this kind of study is called a 2 X 2 factorial design.
Here are the hypotheses:

H0: μSpoken = μText
H1: Not H0
and

H0: μHumorous = μTechnical
H1: Not H0
Because the two presentation methods (Spoken and Text) are in the rows, I refer
to Presentation Type as the row factor. The two presentation styles (Humorous and
Technical) are in the columns, so Presentation Style is the column factor.
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Interactions
When you have rows and columns of data and you’re testing hypotheses about the
row factor and the column factor, you have an additional consideration. Namely,
you have to be concerned about the row-column combinations. Do the combinations result in peculiar effects?
For the example I present, it’s possible that combining Spoken and Text with
Humorous and Technical yields an unexpected result. In fact, you can see that in
the data in Figure 13-1: For Spoken presentation, the Humorous style produces a
higher average than the Technical style. For Text presentation, the Humorous
style produces a lower average than the Technical style.
A situation like that is called an interaction. In formal terms, an interaction occurs
when the levels of one factor affect the levels of the other factor differently. The
label for the interaction is row factor × column factor, so for this example, that’s
Method × Type.
The hypotheses for this are

H0: Presentation Method does not interact with Presentation Style
H1: Not H0

The analysis
The statistical analysis is, once again, an analysis of variance (ANOVA). As is the
case with the ANOVAs I show you earlier, it depends on the variances in the data.
It’s called a two-factor ANOVA, or a two-way ANOVA.
The first variance is the total variance, labeled MST. That’s the variance of all 16
scores around their mean (the grand mean), which is 44.81:

MS T

57 45.31

2

56 45.31
16 1

2

...

72 45.31

2

5885.43
15

392.36

The denominator tells you that df = 15 for MST.
The next variance comes from the row factor. That’s MSMethod, and it’s the variance of the row means around the grand mean:

MS Method

8

41.75 45.31

2

8
2 1

48.88 45.31

2

203.06
1

203.06
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The 8 in the equation multiplies each squared deviation because you have to take
into account the number of scores that produced each row mean. The df for
MSMethod is the number of rows – 1, which is 1.
Similarly, the variance for the column factor is

8

MS Style

43.25 45.31

2

8
2 1

46.38 45.31

2

18.06
1

18.06

The df for MSStyle is 1 (the number of columns – 1).
Another variance is the pooled estimate based on the variances within the four
row-column combinations. It’s called the MSWithin, or MSW. (For details on MSw
and pooled estimates, see Chapter 12.). For this example,

MSW

4 1 12.92
151.25
12

4 1 12.92
4 1
4 1

4 1 12.25
4 1
4 1

4 1 12.33

12.60

This one is the error term (the denominator) for each F you calculate. Its denominator tells you that df = 12 for this MS.
The last variance comes from the interaction between the row factor and the column factor. In this example, it’s labeled MSMethod X Type. You can calculate this in a
couple of ways. The easiest way is to take advantage of this general relationship:

SS Row X Column

SS T

SS Row Factor

SS Column Factor

SSW

And this one:

df Row X Column

dfT

df Row Factor

dfColumn Factor

dfW

Another way to calculate this is

df Row X Column

number of rows - 1 number of columns - 1

The MS is

MS Row X Column

SS Row X Column
df Row X Column

For this example,

MS Method X Style

SS Method X Style
df Method X Style
5513.06
1
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To test the hypotheses, you calculate three Fs:

F

MS Style
MSW

F

MS Method
MSW

F

MS Method X Style
MSW

18.06
12.60

1.43

203.06
12.60

16.12

5513.06
12.60

437.54

For df = 1 and 12, the critical F at α = .05 is 4.75. (You can use qf() to verify). The
decision is to reject H0 for the Presentation Method and the Method X Style interaction, and to not reject H0 for the Presentation Style.
It’s possible, of course, to have more than two levels of each factor. It’s also possible to have more than two factors. In that case, things (like interactions) become
way more complex.

Two-Way ANOVA in R
As in any analysis, the first step is to get the data in shape, and in R that means
getting the data into long format.
Start with vectors for the scores in each of the columns in Figure 13-1:

humorous <- c(57,56,60,64,33,25,28,31)
technical <- c(22,21,29,25,66,65,71,72)
Then combine them to produce a vector of all scores:

Score = c(humorous,technical)
Next, create vectors for Method and for Style:

Method =rep(c("spoken","text"),each=4,2)
Style =rep(c("humorous","technical"),each=8)
And then put everything into a data frame:

pres.frame <-data.frame(Method,Style,Score)
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which looks like this:

> pres.frame
Method
Style Score
1 spoken humorous
57
2 spoken humorous
56
3 spoken humorous
60
4 spoken humorous
64
5
text humorous
33
6
text humorous
25
7
text humorous
28
8
text humorous
31
9 spoken technical
22
10 spoken technical
21
11 spoken technical
29
12 spoken technical
25
13
text technical
66
14
text technical
65
15
text technical
71
16
text technical
72
And here’s the two-way analysis of variance:

> two.way <- aov(Score ~ Style*Method,
data = pres.frame)
The Style*Method expression indicates that all levels of Style (humorous and
technical) combine with all levels of Method (spoken and text).
Here’s the ANOVA table:

> summary(two.way)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Style
1
18
18
1.433 0.25438
Method
1
203
203 16.111 0.00172 **
Style:Method 1
5513
5513 437.400 8.27e-11 ***
Residuals
12
151
13
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Again, the f-values and p-values indicate rejection of the null hypothesis for
Method and for the Style X Method interaction, but not for Style.
With just two levels of each factor, no post-analysis tests are necessary to explore
a significant result.
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Visualizing the two-way results
The best way to show the results of a study like this one is with a grouped bar plot
that shows the means and the standard errors. The foundation for the plot is a
data frame that holds these statistics for each combination of levels of the independent variables:

> mse.frame
Method
Style
1 spoken humorous
2
text humorous
3 spoken technical
4
text technical

Mean
59.25
29.25
24.25
68.50

SE
1.796988
1.750000
1.796988
1.755942

To create this data frame, start by creating four vectors:

Score.spk.hum <- with(pres.frame,
Style=="humorous"])
Score.txt.hum <- with(pres.frame,
Style=="humorous"])
Score.spk.tec <- with(pres.frame,
Style=="technical"])
Score.txt.tec <- with(pres.frame,
Style=="technical"])

Score[Method=="spoken" &
Score[Method=="text" &
Score[Method=="spoken" &
Score[Method=="text" &

Then concatentate the vector means into another vector:

mean.Scores <- c(mean(Score.spk.hum), mean(Score.txt.hum),
mean(Score.spk.tec), mean(Score.txt.tec))
and concatenate the standard errors into still another vector:

se.Scores <- c(sd(Score.spk.hum), sd(Score.txt.hum), sd(Score.
spk.tec), sd(Score.txt.tec))/2
In dividing by 2, I cheated a bit on that last one. Each combination consists of four
scores, and the square root of 4 is 2.
Create a vector for the levels of Method and another for the levels of Style:

mse.Method =rep(c("spoken","text"),2)
mse.Style =rep(c("humorous","technical"),each=2)
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Then create the data frame:

mse.frame <- data.frame(mse.Method,mse.Style,mean.Scores,se.Scores)
Finally, make the column-names a little nicer-looking:

colnames(mse.frame)=c("Method","Style","Mean","SE")
On to the visualization. In ggplot2, begin with a ggplot() statement that maps
the components of the data to the components of the graph:

ggplot(mse.frame,aes(x=Method,y=Mean,fill=Style))
Now use a geom_bar that takes the given mean as its statistic:

geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge",
color = "black", width = .5)
The position argument sets up this plot as a grouped bar plot, the color argument specifies “black” as the border color, and width sets up a size for nicelooking bars. You might experiment a bit to see whether another width is more to
your liking.
If you don’t change the colors of the bars, they appear as light red and light blue,
which are pleasant enough but would be indistinguishable on a black-and-white
page. Here’s how to change the colors:

scale_fill_grey(start = 0,end = .8)
In the grey scale, 0 corresponds to black and 1 to white. Finally, the geom_
errorbar adds the bars for the standard errors:

geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=Mean,ymax=Mean+SE), width=.2,
position=position_dodge(width=.5))
Using Mean as the value of ymin ensures that you plot only the upper error bar,
which is what you typically see in published bar plots. The position argument
uses the position_dodge() function to center the error bars.
So, these lines of code

ggplot(mse.frame,aes(x=Method,y=Mean,fill=Style)) +
geom_bar(stat = "identity", position = "dodge",
color = "black", width = .5)+
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scale_fill_grey(start = 0,end = .8)+
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=Mean,ymax=Mean+SE), width=.2,
  position=position_dodge(width=.5))
produce Figure 13-2.

FIGURE 13-2:

Means and
standard
errors of the
presentation
study.

This graph clearly shows the Method X Style interaction. For the spoken presentation, humorous is more effective than technical, and it’s the reverse for the text
presentation.

Two Kinds of Variables . . . at Once
What happens when you have a Between Groups variable and a Within Groups
variable . . . at the same time? How can that happen?
Very easily. Here’s an example. Suppose you want to study the effects of presentation media on the reading speeds of fourth-graders. You randomly assign the
fourth-graders (I’ll call them subjects) to read either books or e-readers. So
“Medium” is the Between Groups variable.
Let’s say you’re also interested in the effects of font. So you assign each subject to
read each of these fonts: Haettenschweiler, Arial, and Calibri. (I’ve never seen a
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document in Haettenschweiler, but it’s my favorite font because “Haettenschweiler” is fun to say. Try it. Am I right?) Because each subject reads all the fonts,
“Font” is the Within Groups variable. For completeness, you have to randomly
order the fonts for each subject.
Table 13-1 shows data that might result from a study like this. The dependent
variable is the score on a reading comprehension test.

TABLE 13-1

Data for a Study of Presentation Media (Between Groups
variable) and Font (Within Groups variable)

Medium

Subject

Haettenschweiler

Arial

Calibri

Book

Alice

48

40

38

Brad

55

43

45

Chris

46

45

44

Donna

61

53

53

Eddie

43

45

47

Fran

50

52

54

Gil

56

57

57

Harriet

53

53

55

e-reader

Because this kind of analysis mixes a Between Groups variable with a Within
Groups variable, it’s called a Mixed ANOVA.
To show you how the analysis works, I present the kind of table that results from
a Mixed ANOVA. It’s a bit more complete than the output of an ANOVA in R, but
bear with me. Table 13-2 shows it to you in a generic way. It’s categorized into a
set of sources that make up Between Groups variability and a set of sources that
make up Within Groups (also known as Repeated Measures) variability.
In the Between category, A is the name of the Between Groups variable. (In the
example, that’s Medium.) Read “S/A” as “Subjects within A.” This just says that
the people in one level of A are different from the people in the other levels of A.
In the Within category, B is the name of the Within Groups variable. (In the example, that’s Font.) A X B is the interaction of the two variables. B X S/A is something
like the B variable interacting with subjects within A. As you can see, anything
associated with B falls into the Within Groups category.
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TABLE 13-2

The ANOVA Table for the Mixed ANOVA

Source

SS

df

MS

F

Between

SSBetween

dfBetween

A

SSA

dfA

SSA/dfA

MSA/MSS/A

S/A

SSS/A

dfS/A

SSS/A/dfS/A

Within

SSWithin

dfWithin

B

SSB

dfB

SSB/dfB

MSB/MSB X S/A

AXB

SSA X B

dfA X B

SSA X B /dfA X B

MSA X B/MSB X S/A

B X S/A

SSB X S/A

dfB XS/A

SSB X S/A/dfB X S/A

Total

SSTotal

dfTotal

The first thing to note is the three F-ratios. The first one tests for differences
among the levels of A, the second for differences among the levels of B, and the
third for the interaction of the two. Notice also that the denominator for the first
F-ratio is different from the denominator for the other two. This happens more
and more as ANOVAs increase in complexity.
Next, it’s important to be aware of some relationships. At the top level:

SSBetween + SSWithin = SSTotal
dfBetween + dfWithin = dfTotal
The Between component breaks down further:

SSA + SSS/A = SSBetween
dfA + dfS/A = dfBetween
The Within component breaks down, too:

SSB + SSA X B + SSB X S/A = SSWithin
dfB + dfA X B + dfB X S/A = dfWithin
It’s possible to have more than one Between Groups factor and more than one
repeated measure in a study.
On to the analysis. . . .
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Mixed ANOVA in R
First, I show you how to use the data from Table 13-1 to build a data frame in long
format. When finished, it looks like this:

> mixed.frame
Medium
Font
1
Book Haettenschweiler
2
Book Haettenschweiler
3
Book Haettenschweiler
4
Book Haettenschweiler
5
Book
Arial
6
Book
Arial
7
Book
Arial
8
Book
Arial
9
Book
Calibri
10
Book
Calibri
11
Book
Calibri
12
Book
Calibri
13 E-reader Haettenschweiler
14 E-reader Haettenschweiler
15 E-reader Haettenschweiler
16 E-reader Haettenschweiler
17 E-reader
Arial
18 E-reader
Arial
19 E-reader
Arial
20 E-reader
Arial
21 E-reader
Calibri
22 E-reader
Calibri
23 E-reader
Calibri
24 E-reader
Calibri

Subject Score
Alice
48
Brad
55
Chris
46
Donna
61
Alice
40
Brad
43
Chris
45
Donna
53
Alice
38
Brad
45
Chris
44
Donna
53
Eddie
43
Fran
50
Gil
56
Harriet
53
Eddie
45
Fran
52
Gil
57
Harriet
53
Eddie
47
Fran
54
Gil
57
Harriet
55

I begin with a vector for the Book scores and a vector for the e-reader scores:

BkScores <- c(48,55,46,61,40,43,45,53,38,45,44,53)
ErScores <- c(43,50,56,53,45,52,57,53,47,54,57,55)
Then I combine them into a vector:

Score <-c(BkScores,ErScores)
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I complete a similar process for the subjects: one vector for the Book subjects and
another for the e-reader subjects. Note that I have to repeat each list three times:

BkSubjects <- rep(c("Alice","Brad","Chris","Donna"),3)
ErSubjects <- rep(c("Eddie","Fran","Gil","Harriet"),3)
Then I combine the two:

Subject <- c(BkSubjects,ErSubjects)
Next up is a vector for Book versus e-reader, and note that I repeat that list 12
times:

Medium <- rep(c("Book","E-reader"),each=12)
The vector for Font is a bit tricky. I have to repeat each font name four times and
then repeat that again:

Font <- rep(c("Haettenschweiler","Arial","Calibri"),
each=4,2)
I can now create the data frame:

mixed.frame <-data.frame(Medium,Font,Subject,Score)
The analysis is

mixed.anova <- aov(Score ~ Medium*Font + Error(Subject/Font),
data=mixed.frame)
The arguments show that Score depends on Medium and Font and that Font is
repeated throughout each Subject.
To see the table:

> summary(mixed.anova)
Error: Subject
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Medium
1 108.4 108.37
1.227
0.31
Residuals 6 529.9
88.32
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Error: Subject:Font
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Font
2 40.08
20.04
5.681 0.018366 *
Medium:Font 2 120.25
60.13 17.043 0.000312 ***
Residuals
12 42.33
3.53
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
You can reject the null hypothesis about Font and about the interaction of Medium
and Font, but not about Medium.

Visualizing the Mixed ANOVA results
You use ggplot() to create a bar plot of the means and standard errors. Begin by
creating this data frame, which contains the necessary information:

> mse.frame
Medium
Font
1
Book Haettenschweiler
2
Book
Arial
3
Book
Calibri
4 E-reader Haettenschweiler
5 E-reader
Arial
6 E-reader
Calibri

Mean
52.50
45.25
45.00
50.50
51.75
53.25

SE
3.427827
2.780138
3.082207
2.783882
2.495830
2.174665

To create this data frame, follow the same steps as in the earlier “Visualizing the
two-way results” section, with appropriate changes. The ggplot code is also the
same as in that earlier section, with changes to variable names:

ggplot(mse.frame,aes(x=Medium,y=Mean,fill=Font)) +
geom_bar(stat = "identity", position =
"dodge",color="black",width = .5) +
scale_fill_grey(start = 0,end = .8) +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=Mean,ymax=Mean+SE),
  width=.2,position=position_dodge(width=.5))
The result is Figure 13-3. The figure shows the Between Groups variable on the
x-axis and levels of the repeated measure in the bars — but that’s just my preference. You might prefer vice versa. In this layout, the different ordering of the
heights of the bars from Book to e-reader reflects the interaction.
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FIGURE 13-3:

Means and
standard errors
for the Bookversus-e-reader
study.

After the Analysis
As I point out in Chapter 12, a significant result in an ANOVA tells you that an
effect is lurking somewhere in the data. Post-analysis tests tell you where. Two
types of tests are possible: planned or unplanned. Chapter 12 provides the details.
In this example, the Between Groups variable has only two levels. For this reason,
if the result is statistically significant, no further test would be necessary. The
Within Groups variable, Font, is significant. Ordinarily, the test would proceed as
described in Chapter 12. In this case, however, the interaction between Media and
Font necessitates a different path.
With the interaction, post-analysis tests can proceed in either (or both) of two
ways. You can examine the effects of each level of the A variable (the Between
Groups variable) on the levels of the B variable (the repeated measure), or you can
examine the effects of each level of the B variable on the levels of the A variable.
Statisticians refer to these as simple main effects.
For this example, the first way examines the means for the three fonts in a book
and the means for the three fonts in the e-reader. The second way examines the
means for the book versus the mean for the e-reader with Haettenschweiler font,
with Arial, and with Calibri.
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Statistics texts provide complicated formulas for calculating these analyses.
R makes them easy. To analyze the three fonts in the book, do a repeated measures ANOVA for Subjects 1–4. To analyze the three fonts in the e-reader, do a
repeated measures ANOVA for Subjects 5–8.
For the analysis of the book versus the e-reader in the Haettenschweiler font,
that’s a single-factor ANOVA for the Haettenschweiler data. You’d complete a
similar procedure for each of the other fonts.

Multivariate Analysis of Variance
The examples thus far in this chapter involve a dependent variable and more than
one independent variable. Is it possible to have more than one dependent variable?
Absolutely! That gives you MANOVA — the abbreviation for the title of this
section.
When might you encounter this type of situation? Suppose you’re thinking of
adopting one of three textbooks for a basic science course. You have 12 students,
and you randomly assign four of them to read Book 1, another four to read Book 2,
and the remaining four to read Book 3. You’re interested in how each book promotes knowledge in physics, chemistry, and biology, so after the students read
the books, they take a test of fundamental knowledge in each of those three
sciences.
The independent variable is Book, and the dependent variable is multivariate —
it’s a vector that consists of Physics score, Chemistry score, and Biology score.
Table 13-3 shows the data.

TABLE 13-3

Data for the Science Textbook MANOVA Study

Student

Book

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Art

Book 1

50

66

71

Brenda

Book 1

53

45

56

Cal

Book 1

52

48

65

Dan

Book 1

54

51

68

Eva

Book 2

75

55

88

Frank

Book 2

72

58

85
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Student

Book

Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Greg

Book 2

64

59

79

Hank

Book 2

76

59

82

Iris

Book 3

68

67

55

Jim

Book 3

61

56

59

Kendra

Book 3

62

66

63

Lee

Book 3

64

78

61

The dependent variable for the first student in the Book 1 sample is a vector consisting of 50, 66, and 71.
What are the hypotheses in a case like this? The null hypothesis has to take all
components of the vector into account, so here are the null and the alternative:

H0 :

Book1, Phys

Book 2, Phys

Book 3 , Phys

Book1,Chem

Book 2,Chem

Book 3 ,Chem

Book1, Bio

Book 2, Bio

Book 3 , Bio

H 1 : Not H 0
I don’t go into the same depth on MANOVA in this chapter as I did on ANOVA. I
don’t discuss SS, MS, and df. That would require knowledge of math (matrix algebra) and other material that’s beyond the scope of this chapter. Instead, I dive
right in and show you how to get the analysis done.

MANOVA in R
The data frame for the MANOVA looks just like Table 13-3:

> Textbooks.frame
Student Book Physics Chemistry Biology
1
Art Book1
50
66
71
2
Brenda Book1
53
45
56
3
Cal Book1
52
48
65
4
Dan Book1
54
51
68
5
Eva Book2
75
55
88
6
Frank Book2
72
58
85
7
Greg Book2
64
59
79
8
Hank Book2
76
59
82
9
Iris Book3
68
67
55
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10
11
12

Jim Book3
Kendra Book3
Lee Book3

61
62
64

56
66
78

59
63
61

In ANOVA, the dependent variable for the analysis is a single column. In MANOVA,
the dependent variable for the analysis is a matrix. In this case, it’s a matrix with 12
rows (one for each student) and three columns (Physics, Chemistry, and Biology).
To create the matrix, use the cbind() function to bind the appropriate columns
together. You can do this inside the manova() function that performs the
analysis:

m.analysis <- manova(cbind(Physics,Chemistry,Biology) ~ Book,
data = Textbooks.frame)
The formula inside the parentheses shows the 12 X 3 matrix (the result of cbind())
depending on Book, with Textbooks.frame as the source of the data.
As always, apply summary() to see the table:

> summary(m.analysis)
Df Pillai approx F num Df den Df
Pr(>F)
Book
2 1.7293
17.036
6
16 3.922e-06 ***
Residuals 9
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
The only new item is Pillai, a test statistic that results from a MANOVA. It’s a
little complicated, so I’ll leave it alone. Suffice to say that R turns Pillai into an
F-ratio (with 6 and 16 df) and that’s what you use as the test statistic. The high F
and exceptionally low p-value indicate rejection of the null hypothesis.

Pillai is the default test. In the summary statement, you can specify other
MANOVA test statistics. They’re called "Wilks", "Hotelling-Lawley", and "Roy".
For example:

> summary(m.analysis, test = "Roy")
Df
Roy approx F num Df den Df
Pr(>F)
Book
2 10.926
29.137
3
8 0.0001175 ***
Residuals 9
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
The different tests result in different values for F and df, but the overall decision
is the same.
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This example is a MANOVA extension of an ANOVA with just one factor. It’s possible to have multiple dependent variables with more complex designs (like the
ones I discuss earlier in this chapter).

Visualizing the MANOVA results
The objective of the study is to show how the distribution of Physics, Chemistry,
and Biology scores differs from book to book. A separate set of boxplots for each
book visualizes the differences. Figure 13-4 shows what I’m talking about.

FIGURE 13-4:

Three boxplots
show the
distribution
of scores for
Physics,
Chemistry,
and Biology
for each book.

The ggplot2 faceting capability splits the data by Book and creates the three sideby-side graphs. Each graph is called a facet. (See the “Exploring the data” section
in Chapter 4.)
To set this all up, you have to reshape the Textbooks.frame into long format.
With the reshape2 package installed (on the Packages tab, select the check box
next to reshape2), apply the melt() function:

Textbooks.frame.melt = melt(Textbooks.frame)
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After assigning column names:

colnames(Textbooks.frame.melt) = c("Student", "Book", "Science",
   "Score")
the first six rows of the melted frame are

> head(Textbooks.frame.melt)
Student Book Science Score
1
Art Book1 Physics
50
2 Brenda Book1 Physics
53
3
Cal Book1 Physics
52
4
Dan Book1 Physics
54
5
Eva Book2 Physics
75
6
Frank Book2 Physics
72
To create Figure 13-4 in ggplot2, begin with

ggplot(Textbooks.frame.melt,(aes(x=Science,y=Score)))
which indicates the data frame and aesthetically maps Science to the x-axis and
Score to the y-axis.
Next, use stat_boxplot() to calculate the perpendicular lines for the whiskers:

stat_boxplot(geom="errorbar", width =.5)
Then, a geom function for the boxplot:

geom_boxplot()
And, finally, the statement that splits the data by Book and creates a row of three
graphs (excuse me — facets):

facet_grid(. ~ Book)
The dot followed by the tilde (~) followed by Book arranges the facets side-byside. To put the three graphs in a column, it’s

facet_grid(Book ~ .)
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Putting it all together, the code for creating Figure 13-4 is

ggplot(Textbooks.frame.melt,(aes(x=Science,y=Score)))+
stat_boxplot(geom="errorbar", width =.5) +
geom_boxplot() +
facet_grid(. ~ Book)

After the analysis
When a MANOVA results in rejection of the null hypothesis, one way to proceed is
to perform an ANOVA on each component of the dependent variable. The results
tell you which components contribute to the significant MANOVA.
The summary.aov() function does this for you. Remember that m.analysis holds
the results of the MANOVA in this section’s example:

> summary.aov(m.analysis)
Response Physics :
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Book
2 768.67 384.33 27.398 0.0001488 ***
Residuals
9 126.25
14.03
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Response Chemistry :
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Book
2 415.5 207.750 3.6341 0.06967 .
Residuals
9 514.5 57.167
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Response Biology :
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Book
2 1264.7 632.33 27.626 0.0001441 ***
Residuals
9 206.0
22.89
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
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These analyses show that Physics and Biology contribute to the overall effect,
and Chemistry just misses significance.
Notice the word Response in these tables. This is R-terminology for “dependent
variable.”
This separate-ANOVAs procedure doesn’t consider the relationships among pairs
of components. The relationship is called correlation, which I discuss in
Chapter 15.
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Chapter

14

Regression: Linear,
Multiple, and the
General Linear Model

O

ne of the main things you do when you work with statistics is make predictions. The idea is to use data from one or more variables to predict the
value of another variable. To do this, you have to understand how to summarize relationships among variables, and to test hypotheses about those
relationships.
In this chapter, I introduce regression, a statistical way to do just that. Regression
also enables you to use the details of relationships to make predictions. First,
I show you how to analyze the relationship between one variable and another.
Then I show you how to analyze the relationship between a variable and two others. Finally, I let you in on the connection between regression and ANOVA.

The Plot of Scatter
FarMisht Consulting, Inc., is a consulting firm with a wide range of specialties. It
receives numerous applications from people interested in becoming FarMisht
consultants. Accordingly, FarMisht Human Resources has to be able to predict
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which applicants will succeed and which ones will not. They’ve developed a Performance measure that they use to assess their current employees. The scale is
0–100, where 100 indicates top performance.
What’s the best prediction for a new applicant? Without knowing anything about
an applicant, and knowing only their own employees’ Performance scores, the
answer is clear: It’s the average Performance score among their employees.
Regardless of who the applicant is, that’s all the Human Resources team can say
if its members’ knowledge is limited.
With more knowledge about the employees and about the applicants, a more
accurate prediction becomes possible. For example, if FarMisht develops an
aptitude test and assesses its employees, Human Resources can match up every
employee’s Performance score with their Aptitude score and see whether the two
pieces of data are somehow related. If they are, an applicant can take the FarMisht
aptitude test, and Human Resources can use that score (and the relationship
between Aptitude and Performance) to help make a prediction.
Figure 14-1 shows the Aptitude-Performance matchup in a graphical way. Because
the points are scattered, it’s called a scatter plot. By convention, the vertical axis (the
y-axis) represents what you’re trying to predict. That’s also called the dependent
variable, or the y-variable. In this case, that’s Performance. Also by convention, the
horizontal axis (the x-axis) represents what you’re using to make your prediction.
That’s also called the independent variable, or x-variable. Here, that’s Aptitude.

FIGURE 14-1:

Aptitude and
Performance at
FarMisht
Consulting.

Each point in the graph represents an individual’s Performance and Aptitude. In a
scatter plot for a real-life corporation, you’d see many more points than I show
here. The general tendency of the set of points seems to be that high Aptitude
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scores are associated with high Performance scores and that low Aptitude scores
are associated with low Performance scores.
I’ve singled out one of the points. It shows a FarMisht employee with an Aptitude
score of 54 and a Performance score of 58. I also show the average Performance
score, to give you a sense that knowing the Aptitude-Performance relationship
provides an advantage over knowing only the mean.
How do you make that advantage work for you? You start by summarizing the
relationship between Aptitude and Performance. The summary is a line through
the points. How and where do you draw the line?
I get to that in a minute. First, I have to tell you about lines in general.

Graphing Lines
In the world of mathematics, a line is a way to picture a relationship between an
independent variable (x) and a dependent variable (y). In this relationship,

y

4 2x

If you supply a value for x, you can figure out the corresponding value for y. The
equation says to multiply the x-value by 2 and then add 3.
If x 1, for example, y 6. If x 2, y 8 . Table 14-1 shows a number of x-y pairs in
this relationship, including the pair in which x 0.
TABLE 14-1

x-y Pairs in y

4 2x

x

y

0

4

1

6

2

8

3

10

4

12

5

14

6

16
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Figure 14-2 shows these pairs as points on a set of x-y axes, along with a line
through the points. Each time I list an x-y pair in parentheses, the x-value is first.

FIGURE 14-2:

The graph for
y 4 2x .

As the figure shows, the points fall neatly onto the line. The line graphs the equation y 4 2 x . In fact, whenever you have an equation like this, where x isn’t
squared or cubed or raised to any power higher than 1, you have what mathematicians call a linear equation. (If x is raised to a higher power than 1, you connect the
points with a curve, not a line.)
A couple of things to keep in mind about a line: You can describe a line in terms of
how slanted it is, and where it runs into the y-axis.
The how-slanted-it-is part is the slope. The slope tells you how much y changes
when x changes by one unit. In the line shown in Figure 14-2, when x changes by
one (from 4 to 5, for example), y changes by two (from 12 to 14).
The where-it-runs-into-the-y-axis part is called the y-intercept (or sometimes
just the intercept). That’s the value of y when x 0. In Figure 14-2, the y-intercept
is 4.
You can see these numbers in the equation. The slope is the number that multiplies x, and the intercept is the number you add to x. In general,

y

a bx

where a represents the intercept and b represents the slope.
The slope can be a positive number, a negative number, or 0. In Figure 14-2, the
slope is positive. If the slope is negative, the line is slanted in a direction opposite
to what you see in Figure 14-2. A negative slope means that y decreases as x
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increases. If the slope is 0, the line is parallel to the horizontal axis. If the slope
is 0, y doesn’t change as x changes.
The same applies to the intercept — it can be a positive number, a negative number, or 0. If the intercept is positive, the line cuts off the y-axis above the x-axis.
If the intercept is negative, the line cuts off the y-axis below the x-axis. If the
intercept is 0, it intersects with the y-axis and the x-axis, at the point called the
origin.
And now, back to what I was originally talking about.

Regression: What a Line!
I mention earlier that a line is the best way to summarize the relationship in the
scatter plot in Figure 14-1. It’s possible to draw an infinite amount of straight
lines through the scatter plot. Which one best summarizes the relationship?
Intuitively, the “best fitting” line ought to be the one that passes through the
maximum number of points and isn’t too far away from the points it doesn’t pass
through. For statisticians, that line has a special property: If you draw that line
through the scatter plot, then draw distances (in the vertical direction) between
the points and the line, and then square those distances and add them up, the sum
of the squared distances is a minimum.
Statisticians call this line the regression line, and they indicate it as

y

a bx

Each y' is a point on the line. It represents the best prediction of y for a given value
of x.
To figure out exactly where this line is, you calculate its slope and its intercept.
For a regression line, the slope and intercept are called regression coefficients.
The formulas for the regression coefficients are pretty straightforward. For the
slope, the formula is
x

b

x

y

x

x

y
2

The intercept formula is
a

y

bx
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I illustrate with an example. To keep the numbers manageable and comprehensible, I use a small sample instead of the hundreds (or perhaps thousands) of
employees you’d find in a scatter plot for a corporation. Table 14-2 shows a sample
of data from 16 FarMisht consultants.

TABLE 14-2

Aptitude Scores and Performance Scores for
16 FarMisht Consultants
Consultant

Aptitude

Performance

1

45

56

2

81

74

3

65

56

4

87

81

5

68

75

6

91

84

7

77

68

8

61

52

9

55

57

10

66

82

11

82

73

12

93

90

13

76

67

14

83

79

15

61

70

16

74

66

Mean

72.81

70.63

Variance

181.63

126.65

Standard Deviation

13.48

11.25

For this set of data, the slope of the regression line is

b

45 72.81 56 70.63

45 72.81
0.654
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2

81 72.81

2

...

...

74 72.81 66 70.63

74 72.81

2

The intercept is

a

y

bx

70.63 0.654 72.81

23.03

So the equation of the best-fitting line through these 16 points is

y

23.03 0.654 x

Or, in terms of Performance and Aptitude, it’s

Predicted Performance

23.03 0.654 Aptitude

The slope and the intercept of a regression line are generically called regression
coefficients.

Using regression for forecasting
Based on this sample and this regression line, you can take an applicant’s Aptitude score — say, 85 — and predict the applicant’s Performance:

Predicted Performance

23.03 0.654 85

78.59

Without this regression line, the only prediction is the mean Performance, 70.63.

Variation around the regression line
In Chapter 5, I describe how the mean doesn’t tell the whole story about a set of
data. You have to show how the scores vary around the mean. For that reason,
I introduce the variance and standard deviation.
You have a similar situation here. To get the full picture of the relationship in a
scatter plot, you have to show how the scores vary around the regression line.
Here, I introduce the residual variance and standard error of estimate, which are
analogous to the variance and the standard deviation.
The residual variance is sort of an average of the squared deviations of the observed
y-values around the predicted y-values. Each deviation of a data point from a
predicted point (y - y′) is called a residual; hence, the name. The formula is
2
s yx

y y
N 2

2

I say “sort of” because the denominator is N-2 rather than N. Telling you the reason for the –2 is beyond the scope of this discussion. As I mention earlier, the
denominator of a variance estimate is degrees of freedom (df), and that concept
comes in handy in a little while.
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The standard error of estimate is

s yx

2
s yx

y y
N 2

2

To show you how the residual error and the standard error of estimate play out for
the data in the example, here’s Table 14-3. This table extends Table 14-2 by showing the predicted Performance score for each given Aptitude score:

TABLE 14-3
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Aptitude Scores, Performance Scores, and Predicted
Performance Scores for 16 FarMisht Consultants
Consultant

Aptitude

Performance

Predicted
Performance

1

45

56

52.44

2

81

74

75.98

3

65

56

65.52

4

87

81

79.90

5

68

75

67.48

6

91

84

82.51

7

77

68

73.36

8

61

52

62.90

9

55

57

58.98

10

66

82

66.17

11

82

73

76.63

12

93

90

83.82

13

76

67

72.71

14

83

79

77.28

15

61

70

62.90

16

74

66

71.40

Mean

72.81

70.63

Variance

181.63

126.65

Standard Deviation

13.48

11.25
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As the table shows, sometimes the predicted Performance score is pretty close,
and sometimes it’s not.
For these data, the residual variance is
2
s yx

y y
N 2
52.54

2

56 52.44

2

74 75.98
16 2

2

...

66 71.40

2

735.65
14

The standard error of estimate is

s yx

2
s yx

52.54

7.25

If the residual variance and the standard error of estimate are small, the regression line is a good fit to the data in the scatter plot. If the residual variance and the
standard error of estimate are large, the regression line is a poor fit.
What’s “small”? What’s “large”? What’s a “good” fit?
Keep reading.

Testing hypotheses about regression
The regression equation you are working with:

y

a bx

summarizes a relationship in a scatter plot of a sample. The regression coefficients
a and b are sample statistics. You can use these statistics to test hypotheses about
population parameters, and that’s what you do in this section.
The regression line through the population that produces the sample (like the
entire set of FarMisht consultants) is the graph of an equation that consists of
parameters rather than statistics. By convention, remember, Greek letters stand
for parameters, so the regression equation for the population is

y

x

The first two Greek letters on the right are α (alpha) and β (beta), the equivalents
of a and b. What about that last one? It looks something like the Greek equivalent
of e. What’s it doing there?
That last term is the Greek letter epsilon. It represents “error” in the population.
In a way, error is an unfortunate term. It’s a catchall for “things you don’t know
or things you have no control over.” Error is reflected in the residuals — the
deviations from the predictions. The more you understand about what you’re
measuring, the more you decrease the error.
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You can’t measure the error in the relationship between Aptitude and Performance,
but it’s lurking there. Someone might score low on the Aptitude, for example, and
then go on to have a wonderful consulting career with a higher-than-predicted
Performance. On a scatter plot, this person’s Aptitude-Performance point looks
like an error in prediction. As you find out more about that person, you might
discover that she was sick on the day of the Aptitude, and that explains the “error.”
You can test hypotheses about α, β, and ε, and that’s what you do in the upcoming
subsections.

Testing the fit
You begin with a test of how well the regression line fits the scatter plot. This is a
test of ε, the error in the relationship.
The objective is to decide whether or not the line really does represent a relationship between the variables. It’s possible that what looks like a relationship is just
due to chance and the equation of the regression line doesn’t mean anything
(because the amount of error is overwhelming) — or it’s possible that the variables are strongly related.
These possibilities are testable, and you set up hypotheses to test them:

H0: No real relationship
H1: Not H0
Although those hypotheses make nice light reading, they don’t set up a statistical
test. To set up the test, you have to consider the variances. To consider the variances, you start with the deviations. Figure 14-3 focuses on one point in a scatter
plot and its deviation from the regression line (the residual) and from the mean of
the y-variable. It also shows the deviation between the regression line and the
mean.
As the figure shows, the distance between the point and the regression line and
the distance between the regression line and the mean add up to the distance
between the point and the mean:

y

y

y

y

y

y

This sets the stage for some other important relationships.
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FIGURE 14-3:

The deviations in
a scatter plot.

Start by squaring each deviation. That gives you y y
If you add up each of the squared deviations, you have
y

y

2

, y

2

y , and y

2

y .

2

You just saw this one. That’s the numerator for the residual variance. It represents
the variability around the regression line — the “error” I mention earlier. In the
terminology of Chapter 12, the numerator of a variance is called a sum of squares,
or SS. So this is SSResidual.

y

y

2

This one is new. The deviation y y represents the gain in prediction due to
using the regression line rather than the mean. The sum reflects this gain and is
called SSRegression.

y

y

2

I show you this one in Chapter 5 — although I use x rather than y. That’s the
numerator of the variance of y. In Chapter 12 terms, it’s the numerator of total
variance. This one is SSTotal.
This relationship holds among these three sums:

SS Residual

SS Regression

SS Total

Each one is associated with a value for degrees of freedom — the denominator of
a variance estimate. As I point out in the preceding section, the denominator for
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SSResidual is N–2. The df for SSTotal is N–1. (See Chapters 5 and 12.) As with the SS,
the degrees of freedom add up:

dfResidual

dfRegression

dfTotal

This leaves one degree of freedom for Regression.
Where is this all headed, and what does it have to do with hypothesis testing?
Well, since you asked, you get variance estimates by dividing SS by df. Each variance estimate is called a mean-square, abbreviated MS (again, see Chapter 12):

MS Regression

SS Residual
dfResidual

MS Residual
MS Total

SS Regression
dfRegression

SS Total
dfTotal

Now for the hypothesis part. If H0 is true and what looks like a relationship
between x and y is really no big deal, the piece that represents the gain in prediction because of the regression line (MSRegression) should be no greater than the variability around the regression line (MSResidual). If H0 is not true, and the gain in
prediction is substantial, then MSRegression should be a lot bigger than MSResidual.
So the hypotheses now set up as

H0: σ2Regression ≤ σ2Residual
H1: σ2Regression > σ2Residual
These are hypotheses you can test. How? To test a hypothesis about two variances,
you use an F test. (See Chapter 11.) The test statistic here is

F

MS Regression
MS Residual

To show you how it all works, I apply the formulas to the FarMisht example. The
MSResidual is the same as syx2 from the preceding section, and that value is 18.61.
The MSRegression is

MS Regression

59.64 70.63

2

This sets up the F:

F
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MS Regression
MS Residual

1164.1
52.55

22.15
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71.40 70.63
1

2

...

66.17 70.63

2

1164.1

With 1 and 14 df and α = .05, the critical value of F is 4.60. (Use qf() to verify.) The
calculated F is greater than the critical F, so the decision is to reject H0. That means
the regression line provides a good fit to the data in the sample.

Testing the slope
Another question that arises in linear regression is whether the slope of the
regression line is significantly different from zero. If it’s not, the mean is just as
good a predictor as the regression line.
The hypotheses for this test are

H0: β ≤ 0
H1: β > 0
The statistical test is t, which I discuss in Chapters 9, 10, and 11 in connection with
means. The t-test for the slope is

t

b
sb

with df = N–2. The denominator estimates the standard error of the slope. This
term sounds more complicated than it is. The formula is

s yx

sb

sx

N 1

where sx is the standard deviation of the x-variable. For the data in the example,
s yx

sb

t

sx
b
sb

N

1
.654 0
.139

13.48

7.25
16 1

.139

4.71

This is larger than the critical value of t for 14 df and α = .05 (2.14), so the decision
is to reject H0.

Testing the intercept
Finally, here’s the hypothesis test for the intercept. The hypotheses are

H0: α = 0
H1: α ≠ 0
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The test, once again, is a t-test. The formula is

t

a

sa

The denominator is the estimate of the standard error of the intercept. Without
going into detail, the formula for sa is

sa

s yx

1
N

x2
N 1 s x2

where sx is the standard deviation of the x-variable, sx2 is the variance of the
x-variable, and x 2 is the squared mean of the x-variable. Applying this formula to
the data in the example,

sa

s yx

1
N

x2
N 1 s x2

10.27

The t-test is

t

a

sa

23.03
10.27

2.24

With 15 degrees of freedom, and the probability of a Type I error at .05, the critical
t is 2.13 for a two-tailed test. It’s a two-tailed test because H1 is that the intercept
doesn’t equal zero — it doesn’t specify whether the intercept is greater than zero
or less than zero. Because the calculated value is greater than the critical value,
the decision is to reject H0.

Linear Regression in R
Time to see how R handles linear regression. To start the analysis for this example, create a vector for the Aptitude scores and another for the Performance scores:

Aptitude <- c(45, 81, 65, 87, 68, 91, 77, 61, 55, 66, 82, 93,
     76, 83, 61, 74)
Performance <- c(56, 74, 56, 81, 75, 84, 68, 52, 57, 82, 73, 90,
     67, 79, 70, 66)
Then use the two vectors to create a data frame

FarMisht.frame <- data.frame(Aptitude,Performance)
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The lm() (linear model) function performs the analysis:

FM.reg <-lm(Performance ~ Aptitude, data=FarMisht.frame)
As always, the tilde (~) operator signifies “depends on,” so this is a perfect example of a dependent variable and an independent variable.
Applying summary() to FM.reg produces the regression information:

> summary(FM.reg)
Call:
lm(formula = Performance ~ Aptitude, data = FarMisht.frame)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-10.9036 -5.3720

Median
-0.4379

3Q
4.2111

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t
(Intercept) 23.0299
10.2732
Aptitude
0.6537
0.1389
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**'

Max
15.8281

value Pr(>|t|)
2.242 0.041697 *
4.707 0.000337 ***
0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 7.249 on 14 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.6128,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.5851
F-statistic: 22.15 on 1 and 14 DF, p-value: 0.0003368
The first couple of lines provide summary information about the residuals. The
coefficients table shows the intercept and slope of the regression line. If you divide
each number in the Estimate column by the adjoining number in the Std. Error
column, you get the number in the t value column. These t-values, of course, are
the significance tests I mention earlier for the intercept and the slope. The
extremely low p-values indicate rejection of the null hypothesis (that a coefficient
= 0) for each coefficient.
The bottom part of the output shows the info on how well the line fits the scatter
plot. It presents the standard error of the residual, followed by Multiple
R-squared and Adjusted R-squared. These last two range from 0 to 1.00 (the
higher the value, the better the fit). I discuss them in Chapter 15, but for now I’ll
leave them alone. The F-statistic corresponds to the F-ratio I show you earlier.
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Its high value and low associated p-value indicate that the line is a great fit to the
scatter plot.
I refer to the result of the linear regression analysis as “the linear model.”

Features of the linear model
The linear model produced by lm() is an object that provides information, if you
ask for it in the right way. As I already showed you, applying summary() gives all
the information you need about the analysis.
You can also zero in on the coefficients:

> coefficients(FM.reg)
(Intercept)
Aptitude
23.029869
0.653667
and on their confidence intervals:

> confint(FM.reg)
2.5 %
97.5 %
(Intercept) 0.9961369 45.0636002
Aptitude
0.3558034 0.9515307
Applying fitted(FM.reg) produces the fitted values, and residuals(FM.reg)
gives the residuals.

Making predictions
The value of linear regression is that it gives you the ability to predict, and R provides a function that does just that: predict() applies a set of x-values to the
linear model and returns the predicted values. Imagine two applicants with Aptitude scores of 85 and 62:

predict(FM.reg,data.frame(Aptitude=c(85,62)))
The first argument is the linear model, and the second makes a data frame out of
the vector of values for the independent variable. Running this function produces
these predicted values:

1
2
78.59157 63.55723
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Visualizing the scatter plot and
regression line
With the ggplot2 package, you can visualize a scatter plot and its regression line
in three statements. The first statement, as always, indicates the data source and
maps the components of the data to components of the plot:

ggplot(FarMisht.frame,aes(x=Aptitude,y=Performance))
The second statement plots points in the graph

geom_point()
and the third specifies a geom function that adds the regression line (as indicated
by the method = lm argument):

geom_smooth(method=lm)
Putting all three together

ggplot(FarMisht.frame,aes(x=Aptitude,y=Performance)) +
geom_point()+
geom_smooth(method=lm)
produces Figure 14-4.

FIGURE 14-4:

Scatter plot and
regression line
for the 16
FarMisht
consultants.
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The shaded area represents the 95 percent confidence interval around the regression line.

Plotting the residuals
After a regression analysis, it’s a good idea to plot the residuals against the predicted values. If the residuals form a random pattern around a horizontal line at
zero, that’s evidence in favor of a linear relationship between the independent
variable and the dependent variable.
Figure 14-5 shows the residual plot for the example. The pattern of residuals
around the line is consistent with a linear model.

FIGURE 14-5:

Residuals plot for
the FarMisht
example.

The plot is based on FM.reg, the linear model. Here’s the ggplot() statement:

ggplot(FM.reg, aes(x=fitted(FM.reg), y=residuals(FM.reg)))
The x and y mappings are based on information from the analysis. As you might
guess, fitted(FM.reg) retrieves the predicted values, and residuals(FM.reg)
retrieves the residuals.
To plot points, add the appropriate geom function:

geom_point()
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and then a geom function for the dashed horizontal line whose y-intercept is 0:

geom_hline(yintercept = 0, linetype = "dashed" )
So the code for Figure 14-5 is

ggplot(FM.reg, aes(x=fitted(FM.reg), y=residuals(FM.reg)))+
geom_point() +
geom_hline(yintercept = 0, linetype = "dashed" )

Juggling Many Relationships at Once:
Multiple Regression
Linear regression is a great tool for making predictions. When you know the slope
and the intercept of the line that relates two variables, you can take a new x-value
and predict a new y-value. In the example you’ve been working through in this
chapter, you take an Aptitude score and predict a Performance score for a FarMisht
applicant.
What if you knew more than just the Aptitude score for each applicant? For example, imagine that the FarMisht management team decides that a particular personality type is ideal for their consultants. So they develop the FarMisht Personality
Inventory, a 20-point scale in which a higher score indicates greater compatibility
with the FarMisht corporate culture and, presumably, predicts better performance. The idea is to use that data along with Aptitude scores to predict
performance.
Table 14-4 shows the Aptitude, Performance, and Personality scores for the 16
current consultants. Of course, in a real-life corporation, you might have many
more employees in the sample.

TABLE 14-4

Aptitude, Performance, and Personality Scores for 16
FarMisht Consultants
Consultant

Aptitude

Performance

Personality

1

45

56

9

2

81

74

15

3

65

56

11
(continued)
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TABLE 14-4 (continued)

Consultant

Aptitude

Performance

Personality

4

87

81

15

5

68

75

14

6

91

84

19

7

77

68

12

8

61

52

10

9

55

57

9

10

66

82

14

11

82

73

15

12

93

90

14

13

76

67

16

14

83

79

18

15

61

70

15

16

74

66

12

Mean

72.81

70.63

13.63

Variance

181.63

126.65

8.65

Standard Deviation

13.48

11.25

2.94

When you work with more than one independent variable, you’re in the realm of
multiple regression. As in linear regression, you find regression coefficients. In the
case of two independent variables, you’re looking for the best-fitting plane
through a three-dimensional scatter plot. Once again, “best-fitting” means that
the sum of the squared distances from the data points to the plane is a
minimum.
Here’s the equation of the regression plane:

standard residual

residual - average residual
s yx

For this example, that translates to
y

a b1 x 1 b2 x 2

You can test hypotheses about the overall fit, and about all three of the regression
coefficients.
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I don’t walk you through all the formulas for finding the coefficients, because that
gets really complicated. Instead, I go right to the R analysis.
Here are a few things to bear in mind before I proceed:

»» You can have any number of x-variables. (I use two in this example.)
»» Expect the coefficient for Aptitude to change from linear regression to
multiple regression. Expect the intercept to change, too.

»» Expect the standard error of estimate to decrease from linear regression to

multiple regression. Because multiple regression uses more information than
linear regression, it reduces the error.

Multiple regression in R
I begin by adding a vector for the personality scores in Column 4 of Table 14-4:

Personality <- c(9, 15, 11, 15, 14, 19, 12, 10, 9, 14, 15, 14,
     16, 18, 15, 12)
And then I add that vector to the data frame:

FarMisht.frame["Personality"] = Personality
Applying lm() produces the analysis:

FM.multreg <- lm(Performance ~ Aptitude + Personality,
     data = FarMisht.frame)
And applying summary() gives the information:

> summary(FM.multreg)
Call:
lm(formula = Performance ~ Aptitude + Personality, data
      = FarMisht.frame)
Residuals:
Min
1Q Median
-8.689 -2.834 -1.840

3Q
Max
2.886 13.432
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Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 20.2825
9.6595
2.100
0.0558 .
Aptitude
0.3905
0.1949
2.003
0.0664 .
Personality
1.6079
0.8932
1.800
0.0951 .
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Residual standard error: 6.73 on 13 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:
0.69,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.6423
F-statistic: 14.47 on 2 and 13 DF, p-value: 0.0004938
So the generic equation for the regression plane is

Predicted GPA a b1 SAT

b2 High School Average

Or, in terms of this example

y

a .0025 x 1 .043 x 2

Again, the high F-value and low p-value indicate that the regression plane is an
excellent fit for the scatter plot.

Making predictions
Once again, predict() enables predictions of Performance. This time, I use it
with the multiple regression model: FM.multreg. Imagine two applicants: One has
Aptitude and Personality scores of 85 and 14, and the other has Aptitude and Personality scores of 62 and 17. This requires two vectors — one for the Aptitude
scores and one for the Personality scores:

> predict(FM.multreg, data.frame(Aptitude = c(85,62),
     Personality=c(14,17)))
1
2
75.98742 71.82924

Visualizing the 3D scatter plot and
regression plane
The ggplot2 package, for all its wonderful features, does not provide a way to
draw 3-dimensional graphics — like a scatter plot for a dependent variable and
two independent variables. Never fear, however: R has a number of other ways to
do this. In this section, I show you two of them.
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The scatterplot3d package
If you want to make a nifty three-dimensional scatter plot like the one shown in
Figure 14-6 — a figure that looks good on a printed page, the scatterplot3d()
function is for you.

FIGURE 14-6:

Scatter plot for
the FarMisht
multiple
regression
example,
rendered in
scatter plot3d().

First, install the scatterplot3d package. On the Packages tab, find scatterplot3d and select its check box.
Next, write a statement that creates the plot:

with (FarMisht.frame,
(splot <- scatterplot3d(Performance ~ Aptitude +
     Personality, type = "h", pch = 19)))
If you use with you don’t have to repeat the name of the data frame three times.
The first argument to scatterplot3d() is the formula for setting up the linear
model. The second argument adds the vertical lines from the x-y plane to the data
points. Those vertical lines aren’t absolutely necessary, but I think they help the
viewer understand where the points are in the plot. The third argument specifies
what the plot characters look like.
The function produces an object that you can use to embellish the plot. For example, here’s how to add the regression plane and produce Figure 14-7:

splot$plane3d(FM.multreg,lty="dashed")
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FIGURE 14-7:

Scatter plot for
the FarMisht
multiple
regression
example,
complete with
regression plane.

car and rgl: A package deal
If you have to present a 3D scatter plot to an audience and you want to dazzle them
with an interactive plot, the next method is for you.
The plot-creating function is called scatter3d(), and it lives in the car package.
On the Packages tab, click Install. In the Install Packages dialog box, type car and
click Install. When car appears on the Packages tab, select its check box.
This function works with the rgl package, which uses tools from the Open Graphics Library (OpenGL), a toolset for creating 2D and 3D graphics. You’ll find OpenGL
tools at work in virtual reality, computer-aided design, flight simulation, and a
number of other applications.
On the Packages tab, find rgl and select its check box.
With those two packages installed, run this function:

scatter3d(Performance ~ Aptitude + Personality,
     data=FarMisht.frame)
This opens an RGL window with the 3D scatter plot shown in Figure 14-8. As you
can see, the scatter plot shows the regression plane and the residuals.
You can move the mouse inside this plot, press the left mouse button, and rotate
the plot to present different angles. You can also use the scroll wheel to zoom in
or out of the plot. Try it!
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FIGURE 14-8:

Scatter plot for
the FarMisht
multiple
regression
example,
rendered in
scatter3d().

ANOVA: Another Look
Here’s a statement you might find radical: Analysis of variance and linear regression are really the same thing.
They’re both part of what’s called the General Linear Model (GLM). In linear
regression, the objective is to predict a value of a dependent variable given a value
of an independent variable. In ANOVA, the objective is to decide whether several
sample means differ enough from one another to enable you to reject the null
hypothesis about levels of the independent variable.
How are they similar? It’s easier to see the connection if you rethink ANOVA:
Given the data, imagine that the objective is to predict the dependent variable
given the level of the independent variable. What would be the best prediction? For
any level of the independent variable, that would be the mean of the sample for
that level — also known as the “group mean.” This means that deviations from
the group mean (the best predicted value) are residuals, and this is why, in an R
ANOVA, the MSError is called MSResiduals.
It goes deeper than that. To show you how, I revisit the ANOVA example from
Chapter 12. For convenience, here’s Table 12-1 reproduced as Table 14-5.
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TABLE 14-5

Data from Three Training Methods (ANOVA Example from
Chapter 12)
Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

95

83

68

91

89

75

89

85

79

90

89

74

99

81

75

88

89

81

96

90

73

98

82

77

95

84
80

Mean

93.44

85.20

75.25

Variance

16.28

14.18

15.64

Standard Deviation

4.03

3.77

3.96

You have to test

H0: μ1 = μ2 = μ3
H1: Not H0
To use the aov() function to produce an analysis of variance, set up the data in
long format. Here are the first six rows:

> head(Training.frame)
Method Score
1 method1
95
2 method1
91
3 method1
89
4 method1
90
5 method1
99
6 method1
88
The result of the analysis is
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> analysis <-aov(Score~Method,data = Training.frame)
> summary(analysis)
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Method
2 1402.7
701.3
45.82 6.38e-09 ***
Residuals
24 367.3
15.3
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
What if you tried a linear regression analysis on the data?

> reg.analysis <-lm(Score~Method,data = Training.frame)
> summary(reg.analysis)
Call:
lm(formula = Score ~ Method, data = Training.frame)
Residuals:
Min
1Q Median
-7.250 -2.822 -0.250

3Q
3.775

Max
5.750

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
93.444
1.304 71.657 < 2e-16 ***
Methodmethod2
-8.244
1.798 -4.587 0.000119 ***
Methodmethod3 -18.194
1.901 -9.571 1.15e-09 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Residual standard error: 3.912 on 24 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.7925,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.7752
F-statistic: 45.82 on 2 and 24 DF, p-value: 6.381e-09
You see a good bit more information than in the ANOVA table, but the bottom line
shows the same F-ratio and associated information as the analysis of variance.
Also, the coefficients provide the group means: The intercept (93.444) is the mean
of Method 1, the intercept plus the second coefficient (–8.244) is the mean of
Method 2 (85.20), and the intercept plus the third coefficient (–18.194) is the
mean of Method 3 (75.25). Check the Means in Table 14-1, if you don’t believe me.
A bit more on the coefficients: The Intercept represents Method 1, which is a baseline against which to compare each of the others. The t-value for Method 2 (along
with its associated probability, which is much less than .05) shows that Method 2
differs significantly from Method 1. It’s the same story for Method 3, which also
differs significantly from Method 1.
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Here’s a question that should be forming in your mind: How can you perform a
linear regression when the independent variable (Method) is categorical rather
than numerical?
Glad you asked.
To form a regression analysis with categorical data, R (and other statistical software
packages) recode the levels of a variable like Method into combinations of numeric
dummy variables. The only values a dummy variable can take are 0 or 1: 0 indicates
the absence of a categorical value; 1 indicates the presence of a categorical value.
I’ll do this manually. For the three levels of Method (Method 1, Method 2, and
Method 3), I need two dummy variables. I’ll call them D1 and D2. Here’s how
I (arbitrarily) assign the values:

»» For Method 1, D1 = 0 and D2 = 0
»» For Method 2, D1 = 1, and D2 = 0
»» For Method 3, D1 = 0, and D2 = 1
To illustrate further, here’s a data frame called Training.frame.w.Dummies.
Ordinarily, I wouldn’t show you all 27 rows of a data frame, but here I think it’s
instructive:

> Training.frame.w.Dummies
Method D1 D2 Score
1 method1 0 0
95
2 method1 0 0
91
3 method1 0 0
89
4 method1 0 0
90
5 method1 0 0
99
6 method1 0 0
88
7 method1 0 0
96
8 method1 0 0
98
9 method1 0 0
95
10 method2 1 0
83
11 method2 1 0
89
12 method2 1 0
85
13 method2 1 0
89
14 method2 1 0
81
15 method2 1 0
89
16 method2 1 0
90
17 method2 1 0
82
18 method2 1 0
84
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19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

method2
method3
method3
method3
method3
method3
method3
method3
method3

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

80
68
75
79
74
75
81
73
77

These lines of code

model.w.Dummies <- lm(Score ~ D1 + D2,
            data= Training.frame.w.Dummies)
summary(model.w.Dummies)
produce the same result as the analysis of variance and the linear regression
I showed you earlier. The only difference is that the coefficients are expressed in
terms of the dummy variables:

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
93.444
1.304 71.657 < 2e-16 ***
D1
-8.244
1.798 -4.587 0.000119 ***
D2
-18.194
1.901 -9.571 1.15e-09 ***
So, dummy variables enable a linear regression model with categorical independent variables. In fact, linear regression with categorical independent variables is
the analysis of variance.

Analysis of Covariance: The Final
Component of the GLM
In this chapter, I’ve shown you how linear regression works with a numeric independent (predictor) variable, and with a categorical independent (predictor) variable. Is it possible to have a study with both a numeric predictor variable and a
categorical predictor variable?
Absolutely! The analytical tool for this type of study is called the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA). It’s the third and final component of the General Linear Model.
(Linear regression and ANOVA are the first two.) The easiest way to describe it is
with an example.
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Make sure you have the MASS package installed. On the Packages tab, find its check
box and select it, if it isn’t already. In the MASS package is a data frame called
anorexia. (I use it in Chapter 2.) This data frame contains data for 72 young
women randomly selected for one of three types of treatment for anorexia: Cont
(a control condition with no therapy), CBT (cognitive behavioral therapy), or FT
(family treatment).
Here are the first six rows:

> head(anorexia)
Treat Prewt Postwt
1 Cont 80.7
80.2
2 Cont 89.4
80.1
3 Cont 91.8
86.4
4 Cont 74.0
86.3
5 Cont 78.1
76.1
6 Cont 88.3
78.1
Prewt is the weight before treatment, and Postwt is the weight after treatment.
What you need, of course, is a variable that indicates the amount of weight gained
during treatment. I’ll call it WtGain, and here’s how to add it to the data frame:
anorexia["WtGain"]=anorexia["Postwt"]-anorexia["Prewt"]
Now:

> head(anorexia)
Treat Prewt Postwt WtGain
1 Cont 80.7
80.2
-0.5
2 Cont 89.4
80.1
-9.3
3 Cont 91.8
86.4
-5.4
4 Cont 74.0
86.3
12.3
5 Cont 78.1
76.1
-2.0
6 Cont 88.3
78.1 -10.2
Figure 14-9 plots the data points for this data frame.
Here’s the code for this plot, in case you’re curious:

ggplot(anorexia,aes(x=Treat,y=WtGain))+
geom_point()
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FIGURE 14-9:

Weight Gain
versus Treat in
the anorexia
data frame.

An analysis of variance or a linear regression analysis would be appropriate to test
these:
H0: μCont = μCBT = μFT
H1: Not H0
Here’s the linear regression model:

> anorexia.linreg <-lm(WtGain ~ Treat, data=anorexia)
> summary(anorexia.linreg)
Call:
lm(formula = WtGain ~ Treat, data = anorexia)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-12.565 -4.543

Median
-1.007

3Q
3.846

Max
17.893

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
3.007
1.398
2.151
0.0350 *
TreatCont
-3.457
2.033 -1.700
0.0936 .
TreatFT
4.258
2.300
1.852
0.0684 .
---
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Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Residual standard error: 7.528 on 69 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1358,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.1108
F-statistic: 5.422 on 2 and 69 DF, p-value: 0.006499
The F-ratio and p-value in the bottom line tell you that you can reject the null
hypothesis.
Let’s look at the coefficients. The intercept represents CBT. This is the baseline
against which you compare the other treatments. The t-values and associated
probabilities (greater than .05) tell you that neither of those levels differs from
CBT. The significant F-ratio must result from some other comparisons.
Also, check the coefficients against the treatment means. Here’s a quick and easy
way to find the treatment means: Use the function tapply() to apply mean() and
find the mean WtGain in the levels of Treat:

> with (anorexia, tapply(WtGain,Treat,mean))
CBT
Cont
FT
3.006897 -0.450000 7.264706
The intercept, remember, is the mean for CBT. Add the intercept to the next coefficient to calculate the mean for Cont, and add the intercept to the final coefficient
to calculate the mean for FT.
If you prefer to see the F-ratio and associated statistics in an ANOVA table, you can
apply the anova() function to the model:

> anova(anorexia.linreg)
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: WtGain
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
Treat
2 614.6 307.322 5.4223 0.006499 **
Residuals 69 3910.7 56.677
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
You can dig a little deeper. Suppose weight gain depends not only on type of treatment but also on a person’s initial weight (which is called a covariate). Taking
PreWt into consideration might yield a more accurate picture. Treat is a categorical variable, and Prewt is a numerical variable. Figure 14-10 shows a plot based on
the two variables.
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FIGURE 14-10:

Weight Gain
versus Treat
and Prewt in
the anorexia
data frame.

The code for this plot is

ggplot(anorexia, aes(x=Prewt,y=WtGain, shape = Treat)) +
geom_point(size=2.5)
The first statement maps Prewt to the x-axis, WtGain to the y-axis, and Treat to
shape. Thus, the shape of a data point reflects its treatment group. The second
statement specifies that points appear in the plot. Its size argument enlarges the
data points and makes them easier to see.
For the analysis of covariance, I use the lm() function to create a model based on
both Treat and Prewt:

> anorexia.T.and.P <- lm(WtGain ~ Treat + Prewt, data=anorexia)
> summary(anorexia.T.and.P)
Call:
lm(formula = WtGain ~ Treat + Prewt, data = anorexia)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-14.1083 -4.2773

Median
-0.5484

3Q
5.4838

Max
15.2922

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 49.7711
13.3910
3.717 0.000410 ***
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TreatCont
-4.0971
1.8935 -2.164 0.033999 *
TreatFT
4.5631
2.1333
2.139 0.036035 *
Prewt
-0.5655
0.1612 -3.509 0.000803 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
Residual standard error: 6.978 on 68 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2683,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.236
F-statistic: 8.311 on 3 and 68 DF, p-value: 8.725e-05
Note in the last line that the degrees of freedom have changed from the first
analysis: Adding Prewt takes a degree of freedom from the df Residual and adds
it to the df for Treat. Note also that the F-ratio is higher and the p-value considerably lower than in the first analysis.
And now look at the coefficients. Unlike the original analysis, the t-values and
associated probabilities (less than .05) for Cont and FT show that each one differs
significantly from CBT.
So it seems that adding Prewt to the analysis has helped uncover treatment differences. Bottom line: The ANCOVA shows that when evaluating the effect of an
anorexia treatment, it’s important to also know an individual’s pretreatment weight.
But “it seems” is not really enough for statisticians. Can you really be sure that
the ANCOVA adds value? To find out, you have to compare the linear regression
model with the ANCOVA model. To make the comparison, use the anova() function, which does double-duty: In addition to creating an ANOVA table for a model
(which is the way you saw it used earlier), you can use it to compare models.
Here’s how:

> anova(anorexia.linreg,anorexia.T.and.P)
Analysis of Variance Table
Model 1: WtGain ~ Treat
Model 2: WtGain ~ Treat + Prewt
Res.Df
RSS Df Sum of Sq
F
Pr(>F)
1
69 3910.7
2
68 3311.3 1
599.48 12.311 0.0008034 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
What do the numbers in the table mean? The RSS indicates the residual sums of
squares from each model. They’re next to their degrees of freedom in the Res.DF
column. In the Df column, 1 is the difference between the two Res.Dfs. In the Sum
of Sq column, 599.48 is the difference between the two RSS. The F-ratio is the
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result of dividing two mean squares: The mean square for the numerator is 599.48
divided by its df (1), and the mean square for the denominator is 3311.3 divided by
its df (68). The high F-ratio and low Pr(>F) (probability of a Type 1 error) tell you
that adding Prewt significantly lowered the residual sum of squares. In English,
that means it was a good idea to add Prewt to the mix.
Statisticians would say that this analysis statistically controls for the effects of the
covariate (Prewt).

But wait — there’s more
In an analysis of covariance, it’s important to ask whether the relationship
between the dependent variable and the numerical predictor variable is the same
across the levels of the categorical variable. In this example, that’s the same as
asking if the slope of the regression line between WtGain and Prewt is the same
for the scores in Cont as it is for the scores in CBT and for the scores in FT. If the
slopes are the same, that’s called homogeneity of regression. If not, you have an
interaction of Prewt and Treat, and you have to be careful about how you state
your conclusions.
Adding the regression lines to the plot in Figure 14-10 is helpful. To do this, I add
this line to the code that produced Figure 14-10:

geom_smooth(method = lm,se = FALSE, aes(linetype=Treat))
This instructs ggplot to add a separate line that “smoothes” the data within each
treatment group. The method argument specifies lm (linear modelling) so that
each line is a regression line. The next argument, se=FALSE, prevents the plotting
of the confidence interval around each line. Finally, the aesthetic mapping indicates that the line for each level of Treat will look different. So the full code is

ggplot(anorexia, aes(x=Prewt,y=WtGain, shape = Treat)) +
geom_point(size=2.5) +
geom_smooth(method = lm,se = FALSE, aes(linetype=Treat))
and the result is Figure 14-11.
As you can see, the three negatively sloped regression lines are not parallel. The
line for CBT parallels the line for FT, but the line for Cont (the control condition)
has a much greater negative slope. Assuming that patients in the control group
received no treatment, this sounds fairly intuitive: Because they received no treatment, many of these anorexic patients (the heavier ones) continued to lose weight
(rather than gain weight), resulting in the highly negative slope for that line.
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FIGURE 14-11:

Weight Gain
versus Treat
and Prewt in
the anorexia
data frame,
with a regression
line for the scores
in each level
of Treat.

Apparently, we have a Treat X Prewt interaction. Does analysis bear this out?
To include the interaction in the model, I have to add Treat*Prewt to the
formula:

anorexia.w.interaction <- lm(WtGain ~ Treat + Prewt +
     Treat*Prewt, data=anorexia)
Does adding the interaction make a difference?

> anova(anorexia.T.and.P,anorexia.w.interaction)
Analysis of Variance Table
Model 1: WtGain ~ Treat + Prewt
Model 2: WtGain ~ Treat + Prewt + Treat * Prewt
Res.Df
RSS Df Sum of Sq
F
Pr(>F)
1
68 3311.3
2
66 2844.8 2
466.48 5.4112 0.006666 **
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1
It sure does! In your conclusions about this study, you have to include the caveat
that the relationship between pre-weight and weight-gain is different for the
control than it is for the cognitive-behavioral treatment and for the family
treatment.
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15

Correlation: The Rise and
Fall of Relationships

I

n Chapter 14, I introduce the concepts of regression, a tool for summarizing and
testing relationships between (and among) variables. In this chapter, I introduce you to the ups and downs of correlation, another tool for looking at relationships. I use the example of employee aptitude and performance from
Chapter 14 and show how to think about the data in a slightly different way. The
new concepts connect to what I show you in Chapter 14, and you’ll see how those
connections work. I also show you how to test hypotheses about relationships and
how to use R functions for correlation.

Scatter plots Again
A scatter plot is a graphical way of showing a relationship between two variables.
In Chapter 14, I show you a scatter plot of the data for employees at FarMisht
Consulting, Inc. I reproduce that scatter plot here as Figure 15-1. Each point represents one employee’s score on a measure of Aptitude (on the x-axis) and on a
measure of Performance (on the y-axis).
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FIGURE 15-1:

Aptitude and
Performance at
FarMisht
Consulting.

Understanding Correlation
In Chapter 14, I refer to Aptitude as the independent variable and to Performance as
the dependent variable. The objective in Chapter 14 is to use Aptitude to predict
Performance.
Although I use scores on one variable to predict scores on the other, I do not mean
that the score on one variable causes a score on the other. “Relationship” doesn’t
necessarily mean “causality.”
Correlation is a statistical way of looking at a relationship. When two things are
correlated, it means that they vary together. Positive correlation means that high
scores on one are associated with high scores on the other, and that low scores on
one are associated with low scores on the other. The scatter plot in Figure 15-1 is
an example of positive correlation.
Negative correlation, on the other hand, means that high scores on the first thing
are associated with low scores on the second. Negative correlation also means that
low scores on the first are associated with high scores on the second. An example
is the correlation between body weight and the time spent on a weight-loss program. If the program is effective, the higher the amount of time spent on the
program, the lower the body weight. Also, the lower the amount of time spent on
the program, the higher the body weight.
Table 15-1, a repeat of Table 14-2, shows the data for 16 FarMisht consultants.
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TABLE 15-1

Aptitude Scores and Performance Scores
for 16 FarMisht Consultants
Consultant

Aptitude

Performance

1

45

56

2

81

74

3

65

56

4

87

81

5

68

75

6

91

84

7

77

68

8

61

52

9

55

57

10

66

82

11

82

73

12

93

90

13

76

67

14

83

79

15

61

70

16

74

66

Mean

72.81

70.63

Variance

181.63

126.65

Standard Deviation

13.48

11.25

In keeping with the way I use Aptitude and Performance in Chapter 14, Aptitude is
the x-variable and Performance is the y-variable.
The formula for calculating the correlation between the two is

r

N

1

1

x

x

y

y

sx sy

The term on the left, r, is called the correlation coefficient. It’s also called Pearson’s
product-moment correlation coefficient, after its creator, Karl Pearson.
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The two terms in the denominator on the right are the standard deviation of the
x-variable and the standard deviation of the y-variable. The term in the numerator is called the covariance. Another way to write this formula is
r

cov x , y
sx sy

The covariance represents x and y varying together. Dividing the covariance by the
product of the two standard deviations imposes some limits. The lower limit of the
correlation coefficient is –1.00, and the upper limit is +1.00.
A correlation coefficient of –1.00 represents perfect negative correlation (low
x-scores associated with high y-scores, and high x-scores associated with
low y-scores). A correlation of +1.00 represents perfect positive correlation
(low x-scores associated with low y-scores and high x-scores associated with
high y-scores). A correlation of 0.00 means that the two variables are not related.
Applying the formula to the data in Table 15-1,

r

N

1

1

x

x

y

y

sx sy
1
16 1

45 72.81 56 70.63

...

74 72.81 66 70.83

13.48 11.25

.783

What, exactly, does this number mean? I’m about to tell you.

Correlation and Regression
Figure 15-2 shows the scatter plot of just the 16 employees in Table 15-1 with the
line that “best fits” the points. It’s possible to draw an infinite number of lines
through these points. Which one is best?
To be the best, a line has to meet a specific standard: If you draw the distances in
the vertical direction between the points and the line, and you square those distances, and then you add those squared distances, the best-fitting line is the one
that makes the sum of those squared distances as small as possible. This line is
called the regression line.
The regression line’s purpose in life is to enable you to make predictions. As
I mention in Chapter 14, without a regression line, the best predicted value of the
y-variable is the mean of the y's. A regression line takes the x-variable into
account and delivers a more precise prediction. Each point on the regression line
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represents a predicted value for y. In the symbology of regression, each predicted
value is a y'.

FIGURE 15-2:

Scatter plot of 16
FarMisht
consultants,
including the
regression line.

Why do I tell you all this? Because correlation is closely related to regression.
Figure 15-3 focuses on one point in the scatter plot, and on its distance to the
regression line and to the mean. (This is a repeat of Figure 14-3.)

FIGURE 15-3:

One point in the
scatter plot and
its associated
distances

Notice the three distances laid out in the figure. The distance labeled (y-y') is the
difference between the point and the regression line’s prediction for where the
point should be. (In Chapter 14, I call that a residual.) The distance labeled (y-y)
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is the difference between the point and the mean of the y's. The distance labeled
(y'-y) is the gain in prediction capability that you get from using the regression
line to predict the point instead of using the mean to predict the point.
Figure 15-3 shows that the three distances are related like this:
y

y

y

y

y

y

As I point out in Chapter 14, you can square all the residuals and add them, square
all the deviations of the predicted points from the mean and add them, and square
all the deviations of the actual points from the mean and add them, too.
It turns out that these sums of squares are related in the same way as the deviations I just showed you:
SS Residual

SS Regression

SS Total

If SSRegression is large in comparison to SSResidual, the relationship between the
x-variable and the y-variable is a strong one. It means that, throughout the scatter
plot, the variability around the regression line is small.
On the other hand, if SSRegression is small in comparison to SSResidual, the relationship
between the x-variable and the y-variable is weak. In this case, the variability
around the regression line is large throughout the scatter plot.
One way to test SSRegression against SSResidual is to divide each by its degrees of freedom (1 for SSRegression and N–2 for SSResidual) to form variance estimates (also known
as mean-squares, or MS), and then divide one by the other to calculate an F. If
MSRegression is significantly larger than MSResidual, you have evidence that the x-y
relationship is strong. (See Chapter 14 for details.)
Here’s the clincher, as far as correlation is concerned: Another way to assess the
size of SSRegression is to compare it with SSTotal. Divide the first by the second. If the
ratio is large, this tells you the x-y relationship is strong. This ratio has a name.
It’s called the coefficient of determination. Its symbol is r2. Take the square root of
this coefficient, and you have . . . the correlation coefficient!
r

r2

SS Regression
SS Total

The plus-or-minus sign (±) means that r is either the positive or negative square
root, depending on whether the slope of the regression line is positive or
negative.
So, if you calculate a correlation coefficient and you quickly want to know
what its value signifies, just square it. The answer — the coefficient of
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determination — lets you know the proportion of the SSTotal that’s tied up in the
relationship between the x-variable and the y-variable. If it’s a large proportion,
the correlation coefficient signifies a strong relationship. If it’s a small proportion, the correlation coefficient signifies a weak relationship.
In the Aptitude-Performance example, the correlation coefficient is .783. The
coefficient of determination is
r2

.783

2

.613

In this sample of 16 consultants, the SSRegression is 61.3 percent of the SSTotal. Sounds
like a large proportion, but what’s large? What’s small? Those questions scream
out for hypothesis tests.

Testing Hypotheses About Correlation
In this section, I show you how to answer important questions about correlation.
Like any other kind of hypothesis testing, the idea is to use sample statistics to
make inferences about population parameters. Here, the sample statistic is r, the
correlation coefficient. By convention, the population parameter is ρ (rho), the
Greek equivalent of r. (Yes, it does look like the letter p, but it really is the Greek
equivalent of r.)
Two kinds of questions are important in connection with correlation: (1) Is a correlation coefficient greater than 0? (2) Are two correlation coefficients different
from one another?

Is a correlation coefficient greater
than zero?
Returning once again to the Aptitude-Performance example, you can use the
sample r to test hypotheses about the population ρ — the correlation coefficient
for all consultants at FarMisht Consulting.
Assuming that you know in advance (before you gather any sample data) that
any correlation between Aptitude and Performance should be positive, the
hypotheses are

H0: ρ ≤ 0
H1: ρ > 0
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Set α = .05.
The appropriate statistical test is a t-test. The formula is
r

t

sr

This test has N–2 df.
For the example, the values in the numerator are set: r is .783 and ρ (in H0) is 0.
What about the denominator? I won’t burden you with the details. I’ll just tell you
that’s
1 r2
N 2
With a little algebra, the formula for the t-test simplifies to
t

r N 2
1 r2

For the example,
t

r N 2
1 r2

.783 16 2
1 .783 2

4.707

With df 14 and
.05 (one-tailed), the critical value of t is 1.76. Because the calculated value is greater than the critical value, the decision is to reject H0.

Do two correlation coefficients differ?
FarKlempt Robotics has a consulting branch that assesses aptitude and performance with the same measurement tools that FarMisht Consulting uses. In a
sample of 20 consultants at FarKlempt Robotics, the correlation between Aptitude
and Performance is .695. Is this different from the correlation (.783) at FarMisht
Consulting? If you have no way of assuming that one correlation should be higher
than the other, the hypotheses are

H0: ρFarMisht = ρFarKlempt
H1: ρFarMisht ≠ ρFarKlempt
Again,

.05.

For highly technical reasons, you can’t set up a t-test for this one. In fact, you
can’t even work with .783 and .695, the two correlation coefficients.
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Instead, what you do is transform each correlation coefficient into something else
and then work with the two “something elses” in a formula that gives you —
believe it or not — a z-test.
The transformation is called Fisher’s r to z transformation. Fisher is the statistician
who is remembered as the F in F-test. He transforms the r into a z by doing this:
zr

1 log 1 r
e
2

log e 1 r

If you know what loge means, fine. If not, don’t worry about it. (I explain it in
Chapter 16.) R takes care of all of this for you, as you see in a moment.
Anyway, for this example
z .783

1 log 1 .783
e
2

log e 1 .783

1.0530

z .695

1 log 1 .695
e
2

log e 1 .695

0.8576

After you transform r to z, the formula is
Z

z1

z2
z1 z 2

The denominator turns out to be easier than you might think. It’s
z1 z 2

1
N1 3

1
N2 3

For this example,
z1 z 2

1
N1 3

1
N2 3

1
16 3

1
20 3

.368

The whole formula is
Z

z1

z2
z1 z 2

1.0530 0.8576
.368

.531

The next step is to compare the calculated value to a standard normal distribution.
For a two-tailed test with α = .05, the critical values in a standard normal distribution are 1.96 in the upper tail and –1.96 in the lower tail. The calculated value
falls between those two, so the decision is to not reject H0.
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Correlation in R
In this section, I work with the FarMisht example. The data frame, FarMisht.
frame, holds the data points shown over in Table 14-4. Here’s how I created it:

Aptitude <- c(45, 81, 65, 87, 68, 91, 77, 61, 55, 66, 82, 93,
  76, 83, 61, 74)
Performance <- c(56, 74, 56, 81, 75, 84, 68, 52, 57, 82, 73, 90,
  67, 79, 70, 66)
Personality <- c(9, 15, 11, 15, 14, 19, 12, 10, 9, 14, 15, 14,
  16, 18, 15, 12)
FarMisht.frame <- data.frame(Aptitude, Performance, Personality)

Calculating a correlation coefficient
To find the correlation coefficient for the relationship between Aptitude and Performance, I use the function cor():

> with(FarMisht.frame, cor(Aptitude,Performance))
[1] 0.7827927
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient that cor() calculates in this
example is the default for its method argument:

cor(Farmisht.frame, method = “pearson”)
Two other possible values for method are “spearman” and “kendall”, which
I cover in Appendix B.

Testing a correlation coefficient
To find a correlation coefficient, and test it at the same time, R provides cor.

test(). Here is a one-tailed test (specified by alternative = “greater”):
> with(FarMisht.frame, cor.test(Aptitude,Performance,
  alternative = "greater"))
Pearson's product-moment correlation
data: Aptitude and Performance
t = 4.7068, df = 14, p-value = 0.0001684
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is greater than 0
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95 percent confidence interval:
0.5344414 1.0000000
sample estimates:
cor
0.7827927
As is the case with cor(), you can specify “spearman” or “kendall” as the method
for cor.test().

Testing the difference between
two correlation coefficients
In the earlier section “Do two correlation coefficients differ?” I compare the
Aptitude-Performance correlation coefficient (.695) for 20 consultants at
FarKlempt Robotics with the correlation (.783) for 16 consultants at FarMisht
Consulting.
The comparison begins with Fisher’s r to z transformation for each coefficient.
The test statistic (Z) is the difference of the transformed values divided by the
standard error of the difference.
A function called r.test() does all the work if you provide the coefficients and
the sample sizes. This function lives in the psych package, so on the Packages tab,
click Insert. Then in the Insert Packages dialog box, type psych. When psych
appears on the Packages tab, select its check box.
Here’s the function, and its arguments:

r.test(r12=.783, n=16, r34=.695, n2=20)
This one is pretty particular about how you state the arguments. The first argument is the first correlation coefficient. The second is its sample size. The third
argument is the second correlation coefficient, and the fourth is its sample size.
The 12 label for the first coefficient and the 34 label for the second indicate that
the two coefficients are independent.
If you run that function, this is the result:

Correlation tests
Call:r.test(n = 16, r12 = 0.783, r34 = 0.695, n2 = 20)
Test of difference between two independent correlations
z value 0.53
with probability 0.6
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Calculating a correlation matrix
In addition to finding a single correlation coefficient, cor() can find all the pairwise correlation coefficients for a data frame, resulting in a correlation matrix:

> cor(FarMisht.frame)
Aptitude Performance Personality
Aptitude
1.0000000
0.7827927
0.7499305
Performance 0.7827927
1.0000000
0.7709271
Personality 0.7499305
0.7709271
1.0000000

Visualizing correlation matrices
In Chapter 3, I describe a couple of ways to visualize a matrix like the one in the
preceding section. Here’s how to do it with base R graphics:

pairs(FarMisht.frame)
This function produces Figure 15-4.

FIGURE 15-4:

The correlation
matrix for
Aptitude,
Performance, and
Personality,
rendered in base
R graphics.
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The main diagonal, of course, holds the names of the variables. Each off-diagonal
cell is a scatter plot of the pair of variables named in the row and the column. For
example, the cell to the immediate right of Aptitude is the scatter plot of Aptitude
(y-axis) and Performance (x-axis). The cell just below Aptitude is the reverse —
it’s the scatter plot of Performance (y-axis) and Aptitude (x-axis).
As I also mention in Chapter 3, a package called GGally (built on ggplot2) provides
ggpairs(), which produces a bit more. Find GGally on the Packages tab and select
its check box. Then

ggpairs(FarMisht.frame)
draws Figure 15-5.

FIGURE 15-5:

The correlation
matrix for
Aptitude,
Performance,
and Personality,
rendered in

GGally

(a ggplot2-based
package).

The main diagonal provides a density function for each variable, the upper offdiagonal cells present the correlation coefficients, and the remaining cells show
pairwise scatter plots.
More elaborate displays are possible with the corrgram package. On the Packages
tab, click Install, and in the Install dialog box, type corrgram and click Install. (Be
patient. This package installs a lot of items.) Then, on the Packages tab, find corrgram and select its check box.
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The corrgram() function works with a data frame and enables you to choose
options for what goes into the main diagonal (diag.panel) of the resulting matrix,
what goes into the cells in the upper half of the matrix (upper.panel), and what
goes into the cells in the lower half of the matrix (lower.panel). For the main
diagonal, I chose to show the minimum and maximum values for each variable.
For the upper half, I specified a pie chart to show the value of a correlation coefficient: The filled-in proportion represents the value. For the lower half, I’d like a
scatter plot in each cell:

corrgram(FarMisht.frame, diag.panel=panel.minmax,
upper.panel = panel.pie,
		
lower.panel = panel.pts)
The result is Figure 15-6.

FIGURE 15-6:

The correlation
matrix for
Aptitude,
Performance, and
Personality,
rendered in the

corrgram
package.

Multiple Correlation
The correlation coefficients in the correlation matrix described in the preceding
section combine to produce a multiple correlation coefficient. This is a number that
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summarizes the relationship between the dependent variable — Performance, in
this example — and the two independent variables (Aptitude and Personality).
To show you how these correlation coefficients combine, I abbreviate Performance
as P, Aptitude as A, and Personality as F (FarMisht Personality Inventory). So rPA is
the correlation coefficient for Performance and Aptitude (.7827927), rPF is the correlation coefficient for Performance and Personality (.7709271), and rAF is the correlation coefficient for Aptitude and Personality (.7499305).
Here’s the formula that puts them all together:
R P . AF

2
rPA

rPF2 2rPArPF r AF
2
1 r AF

The uppercase R on the left indicates that this is a multiple correlation coefficient,
as opposed to the lowercase r, which indicates a correlation between two variables.
The subscript P.AF means that the multiple correlation is between Performance
and the combination of Aptitude and Personality.
For this example,
R P . AF

.7827927

2

.7709271
1

2

2 .7827927 .7709271 .7499305
.7499305

2

.8306841

If you square this number, you get the multiple coefficient of determination. In Chapter 14, you met Multiple R-Squared, and that’s what this is. For this example, that
result is
R P2 . AF

.830641

2

.6900361

Multiple correlation in R
The easiest way to calculate a multiple correlation coefficient is to use lm() and
proceed as in multiple regression:

> FarMisht.multreg <- lm(Performance ~ Aptitude + Personality,
  data = FarMisht.frame)
> summary(FarMisht.multreg)
Call:
lm(formula = Performance ~ Aptitude + Personality, data =
   FarMisht.frame)
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Residuals:
Min
1Q Median
-8.689 -2.834 -1.840

3Q
Max
2.886 13.432

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t
(Intercept) 20.2825
9.6595
Aptitude
0.3905
0.1949
Personality
1.6079
0.8932
--Signif. codes: 0 '***' 0.001 '**'

value Pr(>|t|)
2.100
0.0558 .
2.003
0.0664 .
1.800
0.0951 .
0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1

Residual standard error: 6.73 on 13 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:
0.69,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.6423
F-statistic: 14.47 on 2 and 13 DF, p-value: 0.0004938
In the next-to-last line, Multiple R-squared is right there, waiting for you.
If you have to work with that quantity for some reason, that’s

> summary(FarMisht.multreg)$r.squared
[1] 0.6900361
And to calculate R:

> Mult.R.sq <- summary(FarMisht.multreg)$r.squared
> Mult.R <- sqrt(Mult.R.sq)
> Mult.R
[1] 0.8306841

Adjusting R-squared
In the output of lm(), you see Adjusted R-squared. Why is it necessary to “adjust”
R-squared?
In multiple regression, adding independent variables (like Personality) sometimes makes the regression equation less accurate. The multiple coefficient of
determination, R-squared, doesn’t reflect this. Its denominator is SSTotal (for the
dependent variable), and that never changes. The numerator can only increase or
stay the same. So any decline in accuracy doesn’t result in a lower R-squared.
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ANOTHER LOOK AT MULTIPLE
CORRELATION
Now I’m going to use R (the statistics software) as a teaching tool to show you what I
said earlier about R (the multiple correlation coefficient): R (the coefficient) is the correlation between the dependent variable and the combination of the two independent
variables.
You would never do this in practice, but here goes: I set up a correlation between
Performance and the combination of Aptitude and Personality. The important thing is
to weight these variables by their coefficients (as determined by lm()):

> with(FarMisht.frame, cor(Performance, .390519*Aptitude +
1.607918*Personality))
[1] 0.8306841
Again, you’d never do this — you have to run lm() in order to calculate the coefficients,
and after you’ve done that, you already have everything you need. I just thought this
might help you understand multiple R.

Taking degrees of freedom into account fixes the flaw. Every time you add an
independent variable, you change the degrees of freedom, and that makes all the
difference. Just so you know, here’s the adjustment:
Adjusted R 2

1

1 R2

N
N

1
k 1

The k in the denominator is the number of independent variables.
If you ever have to work with this quantity (and I’m not sure why you would),
here’s how to retrieve it:

> summary(FarMisht.multreg)$adj.r.squared
[1] 0.6423494

Partial Correlation
Performance and Aptitude are associated with Personality (in the example). Each
one’s association with Personality might somehow hide the true correlation
between them.
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What would their correlation be if you could remove that association? Another way
to ask this: What would be the Performance-Aptitude correlation if you could hold
Personality constant?
One way to hold Personality constant is to find the Performance-Aptitude correlation for a sample of consultants who have one Personality score — 17, for example. In a sample like this, the correlation of each variable with Personality is 0.
This usually isn’t feasible in the real world, however.
Another way is to find the partial correlation between Performance and Aptitude.
This is a statistical way of removing each variable’s association with Personality
in your sample. You use the correlation coefficients in the correlation matrix to do
this:
rPA. F

rPA

rPF r AF

2
1 rPF2 1 r AF

Once again, P stands for Performance, A for Aptitude, and F for Personality. The
subscript PA.F means that the correlation is between Performance and Aptitude
with Personality “partialled out.”
For this example,
rPA. F

.7827927
1

.7709271 .7499305

.7709271

2

1

.7499305

2

.4857198

Partial Correlation in R
A package called ppcor holds the functions for calculating partial correlation and
for calculating semipartial correlation, which I cover in the next section.
On the Packages tab, click Install. In the Install Packages dialog box, type ppcor
and then click Install. Next, find ppcor in the Packages dialog box and select its
check box.
The function pcor.test() calculates the correlation between Performance and
Aptitude with Personality partialled out:

> with (FarMisht.frame, pcor.test(x=Performance, y=Aptitude,
  z=Personality))
estimate
p.value statistic n gp Method
1 0.4857199 0.06642269
2.0035 16 1 pearson
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In addition to the correlation coefficient (shown below estimate), it calculates a
t-test of the correlation with N–3 df (shown below statistic) and an associated
p-value.
If you prefer to calculate all the possible partial correlations (and associated
p-values and t-statistics) in the data frame, use pcor():

> pcor(FarMisht.frame)
$estimate
Aptitude Performance Personality
Aptitude
1.0000000
0.4857199
0.3695112
Performance 0.4857199
1.0000000
0.4467067
Personality 0.3695112
0.4467067
1.0000000
$p.value
Aptitude Performance Personality
Aptitude
0.00000000 0.06642269 0.17525219
Performance 0.06642269 0.00000000 0.09506226
Personality 0.17525219 0.09506226 0.00000000
$statistic
Aptitude Performance Personality
Aptitude
0.000000
2.003500
1.433764
Performance 2.003500
0.000000
1.800222
Personality 1.433764
1.800222
0.000000
Each cell under $estimate is the partial correlation of the cell’s row variable with
the cell’s column variable, with the third variable partialled out. If you have more
than three variables, each cell is the row-column partial correlation with everything else partialled out.

Semipartial Correlation
It’s possible to remove the correlation with Personality from just Aptitude without
removing it from Performance. This is called semipartial correlation. The formula
for this one also uses the correlation coefficients from the correlation matrix:
rP

A. F

rPA

rPF r AF
2
1 r AF

The subscript P(A.F) means that the correlation is between Performance and Aptitude with Personality partialled out of Aptitude only.
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Applying this formula to the example,
rP

.7827927
A. F

.7709271 .7499305
1

.7499305

2

.3093663
3

Some statistics textbooks refer to semipartial correlation as part correlation.

Semipartial Correlation in R
As I mention earlier in this chapter, the ppcor package has the functions for
 alculating semipartial correlation. To find the semipartial correlation between
c
Performance and Aptitude with Personality partialled out of Aptitude only, use
spcor.test():

> with (FarMisht.frame, spcor.test(x=Performance, y=Aptitude,
  z=Personality))
estimate
p.value statistic n gp Method
1 0.3093664 0.2618492 1.172979 16 1 pearson
As you can see, the output is similar to the output for pcor.test(). Again,
estimate is the correlation coefficient and statistic is a t-test of the correlation
coefficient with N–3 df.
To find the semipartial corrleations for the whole data frame, use spcor():

> spcor(FarMisht.frame)
$estimate
Aptitude Performance Personality
Aptitude
1.0000000
0.3213118
0.2299403
Performance 0.3093664
1.0000000
0.2779778
Personality 0.2353503
0.2955039
1.0000000
$p.value
Aptitude Performance Personality
Aptitude
0.0000000
0.2429000
0.4096955
Performance 0.2618492
0.0000000
0.3157849
Personality 0.3984533
0.2849315
0.0000000
$statistic
Aptitude
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Aptitude Performance Personality
0.0000000
1.223378
0.8518883
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Performance 1.1729794
Personality 0.8730923

0.000000
1.115260

1.0433855
0.0000000

Notice that, unlike the matrices in the output for pcor(), in these matrices the
numbers above the diagonal are not the same as the numbers below the
diagonal.
The easiest way to explain is with an example. In the $estimate matrix, the value
in the first column, second row (0.3093364) is the correlation between Performance (the row variable) and Aptitude (the column variable) with Personality
partialled out of Aptitude. The value in the second column, first row (0.3213118)
is the correlation between Aptitude (which is now the row variable) and Performance (which is now the column variable) with Personality partialled out of
Performance.
What happens when you have more than three variables? In that case, each cell
value is the row-column correlation with everything else partialled out of the
column variable.
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